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Résumé

Les nouvelles architectures matérielles mettent à disposition des services à des différentes empreintes: services réduits pour les systèmes embarqués et illimité pour le cloud, par exemple ; certaines ajoutent aussi des contraintes pour accéder aux données, qui portent sur le contrôle d'accès et la réservation/affectation de ressources par priorités (e.g., dans la grille) et sur le coût économique (e.g., dans le cloud). Les applications qui utilisent ces architectures établissent aussi des préférences de qualité de service (service level agreement SLA) qui portent sur le temps de traitement, la pertinence et la provenance de données ; le coût économique des données et le coût énergétique qui implique leur traitement. Ainsi, la gestion de données doit être revisitée pour concevoir des stratégies qui respectent à la fois les caractéristiques des architectures et les préférences des utilisateurs (service level agreements SLA).

Notre recherche contribue à la construction de systèmes de gestion de données à base de services. L’objectif est de concevoir des services de gestion de données guidée par des contrats SLA. Il s’agit d’offrir des méthodologies et des outils pour l’intégration, le déploiement, et l’exécution d’un assemblage de services pour programmer des fonctions de gestion de données. La composition de services de données particulièrement lorsqu’il s’agit des services bases de données, doit respecter des critères de qualité de service (e.g., sécurité, fiabilité, tolérance aux fautes, évolution et adaptabilité dynamique) et des propriétés de comportement (par ex., exécution transactionnelle) adaptées aux besoins des applications.

Abstract

The emergence of new architectures like the cloud open new challenges for data management. It is no longer pertinent to reason with respect a to set of computing, storage and memory resources, instead it is necessary to conceive algorithms and processes considering an unlimited set of resources usable via a "pay as U go model", energy consumption or services reputation and provenance models. Instead of designing processes and algorithms considering as threshold the resources availability, the cloud imposes to take into consideration the economic cost of the processes vs. resources use, results presentation through access subscription, and the parallel exploitation of available resources.

Our research contributes to the construction of service based data management systems. The objective is to design data management services guided by SLA contracts. We proposed methodologies, algorithms and tools for querying, deploying and executing service coordinations for programming data management functions. These functions, must respect QoS properties (security, reliability, fault tolerance, dynamic evolution and adaptability) and behavior properties (e.g., transactional execution) adapted to application requirements. Our work proposes models and mechanisms for adding these properties to new service based data management functions.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

What we call the beginning is often the end. And to make an end is to make a beginning. The end is where we start from.

— T.S. Elliot.

This document presents a synthesis of the main results of the research I conducted in the French Council of Scientific Research (CNRS) as Research Scientist at the Laboratory Logiciels Systèmes et Réseaux (LSR) and Laboratory of Informatics of Grenoble (LIG UMR 1 5217). Since 2002 I have worked in the domain of distributed database systems in the database groups Networked Open Database Services (NODS), and Heterogeneous Autonomous Distributed Data Services (HADAS). This work certainly results from the collaboration with postdoctoral fellows, graduate and, undergraduate students and, with colleagues in Europe and Latin America, particularly in Mexico at the Laboratoire Franco Mexicain d’Informatique (LAFMI) and, Laboratoire Franco - Mexicain d’Informatique et Automatique (LAFMIA UMI 2 3175).

1.1 Professional timeline

Background. Between 1996 - 2000 my research work during my graduate studies addressed problems in the domains of database management systems and distributed systems. My work was done at the LSR laboratory, in the database group STORM under the direction of Prof. Dr. Christine COLLET. I worked on the integration of distributed data base applications through an adaptable and extensible event service applying meta-programming and, reflexion techniques; and, on the specification and construction of the event service ADEES (Adaptable and Extensible Event Service) [16] and, the system ODAS (Open Distributed Active System) [17] 3.

Between 2000 - 2002 I was a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Zurich, in the Database Management Group under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Klaus DITTRICH. We addressed data integration problems within database federations, particularly integration of integrity constraints from heterogeneous databases. We proposed meta-models for facilitating the integration of data expressed using different models (relational, object oriented, XML). Meta-models included integrity constraints for enabling databases integration respecting their semantics. These meta-models were validated in the context of the European project E-Parking and the project MIGI financed by the Swiss National Science Agency. We also validated of our proposals in the context of the system CALMECAC for integrating learning objects, and the system COMICS for the integration of data meta-models.

1. Mixt Research Unit of the CNRS.
2. Mixt International Unit of the CNRS.
3. See Chapter 7 that gives a list of my major publications numbered according to these references.
First five years of professional service. In 2002 I applied for and, obtained a research scientist position at the French Council of Scientific Research (CNRS). I therefore defined a scientific project around the construction of services and systems for programming distributed databases applications based on heterogeneous components. The activities of this project were organized in three axes:

1. Data integration and schemata definition used for describing heterogeneous data produced by services and DBMS.
2. Specification of adaptable and extensible systems through meta-modeling techniques (specification of systems using parametric models).
3. Process synchronization based on reactivity (event-condition-action rules) applied to services coordinations.

This scientific project was developed between 2002-2007. It led to two main contributions in the fields of adaptable service coordination for managing data and data integration. These contributions are described in the following sections.

1.2 Scientific project 2002-2007: Services based distributed database applications

Modern applications are, in general, distributed, heterogeneous and built out of distributed, autonomous components that are loosely coupled. The evolution of these applications underlines the need to develop configurable infrastructures for guaranteeing certain commun functions like communication, persistence, duplications and querying.

During the last twenty years, industrials and academics have proposed infrastructures for building distributed applications. Middlewares are examples of these infrastructures and the are a fundamental backbone of distributed applications. The rigidity of some middlewares is contradictory to the aim of flexibility. In general, these infrastructures are black boxes providing close models that do not ease their use for building applications.

Event services based on push/pull technologies are part of middlewares and inherit of their characteristics and associated limitations. Reflexive solutions based on meta-programming emerged as a response with flexible and adaptable solutions. In this context, database technology evolved towards cooperation and integration. Databases moved from monolithic approaches to component oriented systems.

The construction of database applications using autonomous services implies the deployment of components or services necessary for (i) managing data and resources (e.g., persistency, duplication, distributed execution control, transactions services); and (ii) making application servers interact, like events and reaction services. Composing these services leads to the construction of data servers as evolutive legos, under the condition of mastering a good knowledge of the dependencies among internal and external DBMS functions implemented by such services.

The objective of my scientific project between 2002-2007 was to propose models and mechanisms for coordinating services and building database servers used for integrating heterogeneous databases.

1.2.1 Contribution 1: Adaptable service coordination

Thanks to the standardization of the notion of service used for modeling software, hardware and network resources, there are languages for defining service interfaces (e.g., WSDL in the Web world), protocols
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(e.g., SOAP) and, architectures (e.g., REST) for enabling the invocation of methods. There are directories (name services) for looking up services and facilitating their access. These directories are implemented using simple discovery approaches (e.g. white pages) but also using semantic and non-functional properties (NFP) expressed by measures like availability, reliability and, response time. Finally, service oriented middleware that facilitates their location, access and, invocation.

We proposed approaches\(^4\) \(^5\) guided by semantics for discovering services using formal approaches and logic programming methods. Our objective in these proposals was to understand the role of the discovery process in the evaluation of queries based on services coordination. The construction of service oriented systems consist of coordinating method (or operation) calls exported by services (e.g., discovered thanks to a directory) for implementing an application logic (i.e., functional aspect).

Standard languages were proposed (e.g., BEPL) for expressing invocations coordination; engines for ensuring their execution and languages for expressing protocols for managing certain non-functional properties (security, atomicity, exception handling, adaptability). These protocol specification languages (W3C WS* protocols) generate coordinations weaving the code of functional and non-functional aspects, which makes them difficult to maintain.

We proposed the framework PYROS \(^15\) for building coordination mechanisms necessary for the construction of service based systems. PYROS implemented a coordination model that enabled the personalization of communication protocols between a service and a coordination mechanism (i.e., push/pull, synchronous/asynchronous). We proposed algorithms for verifying termination and deadlock free properties on a coordination. Service management and coordination mechanisms built using PYROS implement functions to support dynamic adaptation of coordinations. For ensuring the consistency of modifications, PYROS coordination mechanisms provide verification modules based on the proposed algorithms. We developed two applications based on the W3C standards and the construction of Web portals (TERRA-ACQUA \([13,14]\) and PyROS \([15]\)) developed on Java and .NET platforms.

1.2.2 Contribution 2: Data integration

We proposed ADEMS \(^18\) \(^6\), a knowledge based service for configuring adaptable mediators based on (i) meta-data (knowledge) modeled by ontologies expressed using description logics, and (ii) reasoning mechanisms for configuring mediators in an "intelligent" way. A mediator was based on reasoning for processing queries. Queries were expressed intuitively by choosing nodes in an ontology. The verification and rewriting processes are based on deduction. A mediator resulting from this process is adaptable to different application domains and requirements (data sources and other mediators). Part of the implementation of ADEMS was validated in an automatic learning environment called SKIMA.

Our research results were validated on Web based applications, bio-informatics and geographic data management (projects MEDIAGRID financed by the ANR; and, BIOLAVAND, SPIDHERSfinanced by the CUDI); the evolution of data warehouses, the implementation of virtual enterprises (project DAWISinc collaboration with University Rey Juan Carlos of Madrid, Spain).

This scientific project evolved towards a project on data management following the evolution of the database domain, technology and data management requirements of modern applications. We give an

---

4. See Chapter 7 that gives a list of my major publications numbered according to these references.
5. See Chapter 7 that gives a list of my major publications numbered according to these references.
6. SKIMA was developed by H. Pérez Urbina in the context of his final project of his engineering studies at University of Las Américas in Puebla Mexico.
8. Academic Corporation for the Development of Internet in Mexico http://www.cudi.mx
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overview of this project in the following lines.

1.3 **Scientific project 2007-**: Towards efficient, reliable and, continuous service based data management

The ANSI/SPARC architecture deployed on client - server architecture models that characterized classic data management systems (relational, object and XML DBMS) evolves in parallel with the requirements of new mobile, ubiquitous and dynamic applications. This evolution yield new ways of delivering data management functions - internal and external: as components (at the end of the 90’s), as peer to peer networks (in the beginning of the 2000), and as services the last years. Today, service based data management infrastructures coordinate and adapt services for implementing ad hoc functions like storage, fragmentation, replication, analysis, decision making and, data mining for managing huge distributed multimedia and multiform data collections. Services are deployed on different hardware and, software architectures like the grid, P2P and sensors networks, embedded systems, the Web 2.0 and lately the cloud.

Consider an e-health scenario where an ambulance, in an accident, uses an electronic device for obtaining hospital addresses - images and maps- available surgery rooms, correlated with telephone numbers and professional information of surgeons available. Hospitals less than 3 KM from the position of the ambulance which is moving at 80 Km/h average speed, must be located.

This query can be processed by accessing information provided by services: "Google street" for the hospitals address images; location services for tracking the ambulance moving " position"; proprietary services exported by hospitals for obtaining the occupancy of surgery rooms and the names of the surgeons in charge; and, finally professional services like "LinkedIn" for retrieving information about surgeons professional skills.

In order to discover and locate services on Internet, there are directory services. First it should be possible to find and choose services, then coordinate them for retrieving data and then, correlate these data for building results. My research has addressed services description and discovery and, their coordination for building data querying. The following lines briefly sketch the most important results of my work.

Novel architectures provide services at different granularities: light services for embedded systems, unlimited services for the cloud, for example. Some of these services add constraints for accessing data addressing access control and resources reservation/assignment based on priorities (e.g., in Grid architectures) and, on economic cost (e.g., in the cloud). Applications using these architectures define also quality of service preferences specifying Service Level Agreements (SLA) that deal with data processing time, pertinence, provenance; data transportation and, processing economic and energy costs.

For example, in our scenario, the paramedical staff in the ambulance can have preferences concerning the query. The evaluation must minimize the energy cost in order to avoid consuming the battery of the device used for posting it; the answer must arrive as fast as possible and, it should contain pertinent data; the economic cost must be minimized (i.e., reduce the transferred mega octets for avoiding to exhaust octets specified in the data transfer subscription contract with a telecommunication company). Thus, data management must be revisited for conceiving strategies that respect the architectural characteristics and, users preferences (SLA). In this context we identify three scientific challenges:

---

9. A service-level agreement (SLA) is a negotiated agreement between two parties, where one is the customer and the other is the service provider. This can be a legally binding formal or an informal "contract" (for example, internal department relationships). Contracts between the service provider and other third parties are often (incorrectly) called SLAs because the level of service has been set by the (principal) customer, there can be no "agreement" between third parties; these agreements are simply a "contract."
— SLA guided access and processing of data (flows), where data are produced by services and, the devices that host them are connected to heterogeneous networks.
— Data access and processing energy, economic and temporal cost estimation: use cost for expressing preferences in SLA contracts.
— Optimization strategies and algorithms for minimizing data access and processing time, energy, economic costs while maximizing the use of computing resources provided under "pay as U go models".

Our research contributes to the construction of service based data management systems that provide solutions to the previous challenges. The objective is to design data management services guided by SLA contracts. We aim at proposing strategies, algorithms and, tools for querying, deploying and, executing a service assembly that implement data management functions. Service composition, must respect QoS properties (security, reliability, fault tolerance, dynamic evolution and, adaptability) and, behavior properties (e.g., transactional execution) adapted to application requirements (expressed in SLA contracts).

### 1.3.1 Contribution 1: Evaluating and optimizing hybrid queries by coordinating services

Once data management is delivered as service coordinations, it can have associated non-functional properties (NFP): exception handling and recovery. We proposed mechanisms for optimally accessing data by coordinating services respecting SLA contracts. We assume that services give access to data through Application Programming Interfaces (API’s), produce spatio-temporal data flows periodically and, in batch. We also make the assumption that there is no full-fledged DBMS available providing data management functions for processing queries. This research led to the following original contributions:

— Query evaluation (continuous, recurrent or batch) through reliable service coordinations guided by SLAs; data services can be mobile and static, and data can be spatio-temporal and, produced continuously (streams).
— Service coordination optimization for reducing economic, energy and, time cost.

We introduced the notion of hybrid query, analyzed in a taxonomy that includes the types of queries that industrial and, academic systems can evaluate [1,4]:

1. The query language HSQL (Hybrid Services Query Languages) for expressing hybrid queries based on service coordination [1], and, the language MQLiST (Mashup Query Spatio Temporal Language, project Clever) for studying the way hybrid query results can be integrated in a mashup.
2. Specification of a query model based on data service coordinations using abstract state machines (ASM) [2,4]. The model is based on the notion of query workflow.
3. The algorithm BP-GYO [1] that is based on the Graham-Yu-Ozsoyoglu (GYO) algorithm in [Yan81], for generating the query workflow that implements a query expressed in HSQL.
4. An algorithm for computing the query workflows search space that implement an hybrid query and, that respect an associated SLA expressed as an aggregation of measures (economic, temporal and, energetic costs).
5. Implementation of the hybrid query evaluation engine Hypatia[1].

These results were obtained in the context of the project ANR-ARPEGE program Optimacs11.

---

10. See Chapter 7 that gives a list of my major publications numbered according to these references.
11. [http://optimacs.imag.fr](http://optimacs.imag.fr)
1.3.2 Contribution 2: Non functional properties for making services coordinations reliable

We proposed models and systems for representing non-functional properties of service coordinations in an orthogonal way and, strategies for reinforcing them dynamically:

— MEobi [10] a security framework for building authentication, non repudiation, message encryption services and, dependable service coordinations.

— SeBasa framework for managing evolution and mechanisms for dynamic adaptation of service coordinations. The framework is based on an event, reaction services for specifying and executing evolution operations. Finally, evolution operations are guided by the semantic of services and coordination.

— Violet [11] an execution system for ensuring atomic execution of service coordinations. A coordination engine interacts with a policy engine through an interface that exports methods for stopping, aborting and, re-executing the activities of a service coordination. The engine evaluates policies by synchronizing them with the execution of a service coordination.

These results were done respectively in the context of the projects ECOS-ANUIES Orchestra [13] and WebContent [2]. These models were consolidated by the active policy model A-Policy Model [11] and, the methodology with its associated environment π-SODM [8]. This work was done in the context of the projects ORCHESTRA, E-CloudSS [14] and, CLEVER [15]. We also addressed the problem of adding properties to service coordinations using Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) methods and, Abstract State Machines (ASM). We proposed the system MexADL for managing maintainability (non functional property) of systems [16].

1.4 Valorisation of results

Our research results have been valorized by developing applications in the following domains:

— e-science

— data mediation applied to biologic data (the system SISELS developed in the project BIOLAV of the CUDI program);

— construction of the mexican astronomic virtual observatory (system ANDROMEDA proposed in the project E-GROV);


— data querying for transport applications particularly on vehicular networks [3], and e-government applications [17].

— data management on sensor and inter-vehicular networks [18].

These activities were done in the context of cloud architectures in projects addressing the optimization of queries implemented by service compositions and reliable climatology data service compositions (RED-SHINE http://red-shine.imag.fr, CLEVER http://clever.imag.fr), and industrial processes data management (CAISES http://www.fp7cases.eu/).

12. See Chapter 7 that gives a list of my major publications numbered according to these references.
18. Projects Delfos supported by the French Mexican Laboratory of Informatics (LAFMI), and S2Eunet of the FP7 People IRSES program http://s2eunet.org
1.5 Organization of the document

The remainder of this document is organized as follows:

— Chapter 2 describes our vision of the evolution of data management systems, their evolution towards the notion of data management in order to describe the context in which we specified our research project: service coordination for implementing data management functions.

— Chapter 3 introduces our approach for evaluating hybrid queries using service coordinations: rewriting, and optimization. The chapter introduces the notion of query workflow that implements a service coordination used for implementing an hybrid query. It shows how to generate a query workflow given a declarative hybrid query expression, how to compute a query workflow cost and how to optimize an hybrid query. It also introduces Hypatia the hybrid query evaluator that we proposed.

— Chapter 4 describes our policy based approach for providing non-functional properties to service coordinations. It introduces the notion of policy based service coordination. It shows how to define policies and associate them with services coordinations and thereby make them reliable.

— Chapter 5 describes our current work concerning the association of economic models to data management. It introduces the notion of data market and an economic cost oriented approach for delivering data.

— Chapter 6 underlines the contributions presented in this document and discusses research perspectives.
Data management evolution

It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to change.

— Charles Darwin.

Database management systems (DBMSs) emerged as a flexible and cost-effective solution to information organization, maintenance, and access problems found in organizations (business, academia, and government). DBMSs addressed these problems with (i) modeling and long-term reliable data storage capabilities; as well as with (ii) retrieval and manipulation facilities for persistent data by multiple concurrent users or transactions [DG00]. The concept of data model (most notably the relational models, Codd 1970; and the object-oriented data models, Atkinson et al. 1989; Cattell & Barry 1997), the Structured Query Language (SQL, Melton & Simon 1996), and the concept of transaction (Gray & Reuter 1992) are crucial ingredients of successful data management in current enterprises.

Today, the data management market is dominated by major Object-Relational Database Management Systems (OR-DBMSs) like Oracle\(^1\), Universal DB2\(^2\), or SQLServer\(^3\). These systems arose from decades of corporate and academic research pioneered by the creators of System R [ABC+76] and Ingres [SHWK76]. Since their inception, innovations and extensions have been proposed to enhance DBMSs in power, usability, and spectrum of applications (see Figure 2.1).

The introduction of the relational model [Cod70], prevalent today, enabled to address the shortcomings of earlier data models. Subsequent data models, in turn, were relegated or became complementary to the relational model. Further developments focused on transaction processing, and on extending DBMSs to support new types of data (e.g. spatial, multimedia, etc.); data analysis techniques and systems (e.g., data warehouses and OLAP systems, and data mining). The evolution of data models and the consolidation of distributed systems made it possible to develop mediation infrastructures [Wie92] that enable transparent access to multiple data sources through querying, navigation, and management facilities. Examples of such systems are multi-databases, data warehouses, Web portals deployed on Internet or Intranets. Common issues tackled by such systems are (i) how to handle diversity of data representations and semantics? (ii) how to provide a global view of the structure of the information system while respecting access and management constraints? (iii) how to ensure data quality (i.e., freshness, consistency, completeness, correctness)?

Besides, the Web of data has led to Web-based DBMS and XML data management systems serving as pivot models for integrating data and documents (e.g., active XML). The emergence of the Web marked a

---

1. http://www.oracle.com
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Figure 2.1: Historical outline of DBMSs [Adi07]

turning point, since the attention turned to vast amounts of new data outside of the control of a single DBMS. This resulted in an increased use of data integration techniques and exchange data formats such as XML. However, despite its recent development, the Web itself has experienced significant evolution, resulting in a feedback loop between database and Web technologies, whereby both depart from their traditional dwellings into new application domains.

Figure 2.2 depicts the major shifts in the use of the Web. A first phase saw the Web as a means to facilitate communication between people, in the spirit of traditional media and mainly through email. Afterwards, the WWW made available vast amounts of information in the form of HTML documents, which can be regarded as people-to-machines communication. Advances in mobile communication technologies extended this notion to mobile devices and a much larger number of users. A more recent trend exemplified by Web Services, and later Semantic Web Services, as well as Cloud computing, consists of machine-to-machine communication. Thus, the Web has also become a means for applications and a plethora of devices to interoperate, share data and resources.

Most recent milestones (see Figure 2.1) in data management address data streams leading to Data Stream Management Systems (DSMS), mobile data providers and consumers that have also led to data management systems dealing with mobile queries and mobile objects. Finally, the last five years concern challenges introduced by the XXL phenomenon including the volume of data to be managed (i.e. big data) that makes research turn back the eyes towards DBMS architectures (clouded DBMS), data collection construction and parallel data processing. In this context, it seems that big datasets processing must profit from available computing resources by applying parallel execution models, thereby achieving results in "acceptable" times.

---

4. Cloud computing enables on-demand network access to computing resources managed by external parties.
5. See http://www.datascienceinstitute.org
Relational queries are ideally suited to parallel execution because they consist of uniform operations applied to uniform streams of data. Each operator produces a new relation, so the operators can be composed into highly parallel dataflow graphs. By streaming the output of one operator into the input of another operator, the two operators can work in series giving pipelined parallelism [DG92]. By partitioning the input data among multiple processors and memories, an operator can often be split into many independent operators each working on a part of the data. This partitioned data and execution gives partitioned parallelism.

In this context, we can identify three major aspects that involve database and Web technologies, and that are crucial in satisfying the new information access requirements of users.

— First, a large number of heterogeneous data sources accessible via standardized interfaces, which we refer to as data services (e.g., Google service).

— Second, computational resources supported by various platforms that are also publicly available through standardized interfaces, which we call computation services (e.g., hash Amazon E3C service).

— Third, mobile devices that can both generate data and be used to process and display data on behalf of the user.

The new DBMS aims at fulfilling ambient applications, data curation and warehousing, scientific applications, online games, among others [HTT09]. Therefore, future DBMS must address the following data management requirements:

— Data storage, persistence for managing distributed storage spaces delivered by different providers (e.g., Dropbox, Skydrive, and Google store); and efficiently and continuously ensuring data availability using data sharding, and duplication; data curation and maintenance in order to ensure their usability, and their migration into new hardware storage supports.

— Efficient and continuous querying, and mining of data (flows). These are complex processes requiring
huge amounts of computing resources. They must be designed, implemented and deployed on well adapted architectures such as the grid, the cloud but also sensor networks, mobile devices with different physic capacities (i.e., computing and storage capacity).

— Querying services that can implement evaluation strategies able to:
  — process continuous and one-shot queries that include spatio-temporal elements, and nomad sources;
  — deal with exhaustive, partial, and approximate answers;
  — use execution models that consider accessing services as data providers, and that include as a source the wisdom of the crowd;
  — integrate "cross-layer" optimization that includes the network, and the enabling infrastructure as part of the evaluation process, and that can use dynamic cost models based on execution, economic, and energy costs.

The DBMS of the future must also enable the execution of algorithms, and of complex processes (scientific experiments) that use huge data collections: multimedia documents, complex graphs with thousands of nodes. This calls for a thorough revision of the hypotheses undelying the algorithms, and protocols developed for classic data management approaches, and the architecture of the DBMS [CAB+13]. In the following sections we discuss some of these issues focussing mainly on the way data management services of different granularities are delivered according to the DBMS architectures. Section 2.1 analyses DBMS architectures evolution, from monolithic to customizable systems. Section 2.2 discusses how scalability and extensibility properties, important across all DBMS ages, have been ensured; the section also discusses associated implications on the systems performance. Section 2.3 discusses open perspectives on DBMS architectures and how they deliver their functions for fulfilling application requirements.

2.1 From monolithic to customizable DBMS architectures

![ANSI-SPARC DBMS architecture](image)

Different kinds of architectures serve different purposes. The ANSI/SPARC [Adi07] architecture (Figure 2.3) that characterizes classic database management systems (relational, object oriented, XML) deployed on client-server architectures has evolved in parallel to the advances resulting from new application require-

---

6. See MapReduce models for implementing relational operators [ASM+12].
ments, data volumes, and data models. The three-level-schema architecture reflects the different levels of abstraction of data in a database system distinguishing (i) the external schemas that users work with, (ii) the internal integrated schema of the entire database, and (iii) the physical schema determining the storage, and organization of databases on secondary storage.

The evolution of devices with different physical capacities (i.e., storage, computing, memory), and systems requiring data management functions started to show that adding more and more functions to the monolithic DBMS does not work. Instead, it seems attractive to consider the alternative of extending DBMSs allowing functionality to be added or replaced in a modular manner, as needed. The structure of a monolithic DBMS shown in Figure 2.4 shows three key components of the system: the storage manager, the transaction manager, and the schema manager.

![Figure 2.4: Classic DBMS functions][DG00]

While such a closely woven implementation provides good performance/efficiency, customization is an expensive and difficult task because of the dependencies among the different components. For example, changing the indexing or clustering technique employed by the storage manager, changing the instance adaptation approach employed by the schema manager or the transaction model can have a large ripple effect on the whole system [DG00].

During the last twenty years, in order to better match the evolution of user and application needs, many extensions have been proposed to enhance the DBMS functions. In order to meet all new requirements, DBMSs were extended to include new functionalities. Extensible and personalizable database systems [CH90] were an attempt to ease the construction of DBMSs by exploiting software reusability [GD94b], and proposing a general core that can be customized or extended, or even used to generate some DBMS parts. Trade-offs between modularity and efficiency, and granularity of services, and the number of inter-service relationships result in DBMS designs which lack customizability. A study of the standard task oriented architecture of DBMSs can be useful to determine their viability in new environments, and for new applications. The following sections give an overview of the main elements for showing how DBMS have and should evolve in order to address the scalability and performance requirements for data management.

### 2.1.1 Classic functional architecture

The classic DBMS architecture consists of a number of layers [HR01, HR83, DFKR99] each supporting a set of data types and operations at its interface. It consists of several components (modules or managers of concrete or abstract resource). The data types and operations defined for the modules of one layer are
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7. "Although a task oriented architecture is much more suitable for reasoning about extensibility, and DBMS construction, reference architectures rarely exist (with the strawman architecture developed by the Computer Corporation of America, CCA 1982, as a notable exception)" [DG00].
implemented using the concepts (data types and operations) of the next-lower level. Therefore, the layered architecture can also be considered as a stack of abstract machines. The layered architecture model as introduced by Härder and Reuter (1983) is composed of five layers described in [DG00]:

1. The uppermost layer supports logical data structures such as relations, tuples, and views. Typical tasks of this layer include query processing and optimization, access control, and integrity enforcement.
2. The next layer implements a record-oriented interface. Typical entities are records and sets as well as logical access paths. Typical components are the data dictionary, transaction management, and cursor management.
3. The middle layer manages storage structures (internal records), physical access paths, locking, logging, and recovery. Therefore, relevant modules include the record manager, physical access path managers (e.g., a hash table manager), and modules for lock management, logging, and recovery.
4. The next layer implements (page) buffer management and implements the page replacement strategy. Typical entities are pages and segments.
5. The lowest layer implements the management of secondary storage (i.e., maps segments, and pages to blocks and files).

Due to performance considerations, no concrete DBMS has fully obeyed the layered architecture [DG00]. Note that different layered architectures and different numbers of layers are proposed, depending on the desired interfaces at the top layer. If, for instance, only a set-oriented interface is needed, it is useful to merge the upper two layers. In practice, most DBMS architectures have been influenced by System R [ABC+76], which consists of two layers:

- The relational data system (RDS), providing for the relational data interface (RDI) it implements SQL (including query optimization, access control, triggers, etc.);
- The relational storage system (RSS), supporting the relational storage interface (RSI), it provides access to single tuples of base relations at its interface.

Layered architectures [HR83] were designed to address customizability, but they provide partial solutions at a coarse granularity. In the layered architecture proposed by [HR83], for example, the concurrency control components are spread across two different layers. Customization of the lock management or recovery mechanisms (residing in the lower layer) have a knock-on effect on the transaction management component (residing in the higher layer) [DG00].

As we will discuss in the next sections, layered architectures are used by existing DBMS, and they remain used despite the different generations of these systems. In each generation, layers and modules were implemented according to different paradigms (object, component, and service oriented) changing their granularity and the transparency degree adopted for encapsulating the functions implemented by each layer.

### 2.1.2 Component oriented DBMS

Component aware [Fro98, DW98, KA98, ND95, NM95, OHE96, Szy97] was a paradigm to address reusability, separation of concerns (i.e., separation of functional from non-functional concerns) and ease of construction. Component based systems are built by putting components together to form new software
systems. Systems constructed by composition can be modified or extended by replacing or adding new components.

Approaches to extend and customize DBMS adopted the component oriented paradigm for designing at least the customizable modules of the architecture, as components. Plug-in components are added to functionally complete DBMS and fulfil specialized needs. The components of CDBMS (Component Database Management Systems) are families of base and abstract data types or implementations of some DBMS function, such as new index structures. To date, all systems in this category are based on the relational data model and existing relational DBMSs, and all of them offer some object-oriented extensions. Example systems include IBM's DB2 UDB (IBM 1995), Informix Universal Server (Informix 1998), Oracle8 (Oracle 1999), and Predator [Ses98]. Descriptions of sample component developments can be found in [BSSJ99, DM97].

Furthermore, the customization approach employed by most commercial DBMSs are still largely monolithic (to improve performance). Special points similar to hot spots in OO frameworks [FS97] allow to custom components to be incorporated into the DBMS. Examples of such components include Informix DataBlades [10], Oracle Data Cartridges [BKKM00] and DB2 Relational Extenders [DCC+01]. However, customization in these systems is limited to the introduction of user-defined types, functions, triggers, constraints, indexing mechanisms, and predicates, etc.

Another way of addressing DBMS componentization was to provide database middlewares. Such middlewares leave data items under the control of their original (external) management systems while integrating them into a common DBMS-style framework. External systems exhibit, in many cases, different capabilities, such as query languages with varying power or no querying facilities at all. The different data stores might also have different data models (i.e., different data definition and structuring means), or no explicit data model at all. The goal of graceful integration is achieved through componentization.

The architecture introduces a common (intermediate) format into which the local data formats can be translated. Introduced components perform this kind of translation. Second, common interfaces and protocols define how the database middleware system and the components interact (e.g., in order to retrieve data from a data store). These components (called wrappers) are also able to transform requests issued via these interfaces (e.g., queries) into requests understandable by the external system. In other words, these components implement the functionality needed to access data managed by the external data store. Examples of this approach include Disco [TRV98], Garlic [RS97], OLE DB [Bla96a, Bla96b, BP98], Tsimmis [GMPQ+97], Harmony [RB99] (which implements the CORBA query service), and Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise [OPSY98]. Sybase allows access to external data stores, in Sybase called specialty data stores, and other types of database systems. ADEMS [CBB+04, BCVS06] proposes mediation cooperative components

or services that can broker and integrate data coming from heterogeneous sources. The cooperative brokers allow to build an extensible data mediation system.

CDBMS were successful because of the adoption of the notion of cartridge or blade by commercial DBMS. Other academic solutions were applied in some concrete validations. It is true that they enabled the configuration of the DBMS, but they still provide monolithic, complex, resources consuming systems ("kernels") that need to be tuned and carefully managed for fulfilling the management of huge data volumes. These systems continued to encourage classic conception of information systems, with clear and complete knowledge of the data they manage, with global constraints, and homogeneous management with well identified needs. Yet, the evolution of technology, and the production of data stemming from different devices and services, the access to non-curated continuous data collections, the democratized access to continuous information (for example in social networks) calls for light weight data management services delivered in ad hoc personalized manners and not only in full-fledged one fits all systems like the (C)DBMS. Together with this evolution, emerged the notion of service aiming to ease the construction of loosely coupled systems. DBMS then started to move towards this new paradigm, and were redefined as data management service providers.

2.1.3 Service oriented DBMS

Today the DBMS architecture has evolved to the notion of service based infrastructure where services are adapted and coordinated for implementing ad hoc data management functions (storage, fragmentation, replication, analysis, decision making, data mining). These functions are adapted and tuned for managing huge distributed multiform multimedia data collections, known as the big data phenomenon. Applications can extend the functionality of DBMS through specific tasks that have to be provided by the data management systems, these tasks are called services, and allow interoperability between DBMS and other applications [GSD97].

[SZD07] proposes a database architecture on the principles of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) as a system capable of handling different data types, being able to provide methods for adding new database
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11. Services that are accessible through a well defined and described interface enable any application to extend and reuse existing services without affecting other services. Services in the SOA approach are accessed only by means of a well defined interface, without requiring any knowledge on their implementation. SOAs can be implemented through a wide range of technologies like RPC, RMI, CORBA, COM, and web services, not making any restrictions on the implementation protocols. In general, services can communicate using an arbitrary protocol, for example, they can use a file system to send data between their interfaces.
features (see Figure 2.6). The SBDMS (Service Based Data Management System) architecture borrows the architectural levels from Haerder [Hae05], and includes new features and advantages introduced by SOA into the field of database architecture. It is organized into functional layers that each with specialized services for specific tasks.

**Storage services** work on the byte level, in very close collaboration with file management functions of the operating system. These services have to handle the physical specifications of each non-volatile device. In addition, they provide services for updating existing data and finding stored data, propagating information from the Access Services Layer to the physical level. Since different data types require different storage optimizations, special services are created to supply their particular functional needs. This layer is equivalent to the first and second layer of the five layer architecture presented by Haerder and Reuter [HR85, Hae05].

**Access services** is in charge of the physical data representations of data records and provides access path structures like B-trees. It provides more complex access paths, mappings, particular extensions for special data models, that are represented in the Storage Services Layer. Moreover, it is responsible for sorting record sets, navigating through logical record structures, making joins, and similar higher-level operations. This layer represents a key factor to database performance. The Access Services Layer has functions that are comparable to those in the third and fourth layer as presented by Härder and Reuter [HR85, Hae05].

**Data services** provide data represented in logical structures like tables or views. These are data structures without any procedural interface to the underlying database. The Data Service Layer can be mapped to the Non-Procedural and Algebraic Access level in the architecture by Haerder and Reuter [HR85, Hae05].

**Extension services** users can design tailored extensions for example, creating new services or reusing existing ones from any available service from the other layers. These extensions help to manage different data types like XML files or streaming data. In this layer, users can integrate application specific services in order to provide specific data types or specific functionalities needed by their applications (e.g., for optimization purposes).

A service based DBMS externalizes the functions of the different systems layers, and enables the programming of personalized data management as a service systems. They make it possible to couple the data model characteristics with well adapted management functions that can themselves be programmed in an ad-hoc manner. The DBMS remains a general purpose system that can be personalized, thanks to service composition, to provide ad-hoc data management. It is then possible to have services deployed in architectures that make them available to applications in a simple way.

### 2.2 Breaking scalable and extensible

As discussed before the evolution of the DBMS architecture responds to the evolution of applications requirements in regard to efficient management. With the emergence of the notion of service, the DBMS architecture has been "fragmented" into components and services that are deployed in distributed platforms such as the Web 2.0. Applications use different kinds of data that must be managed according to different purposes: some data collections are read oriented with few writes; other data is modified continuously, and it is exploited by non concurrent read operations. Some collections are shared, and they can support low
consistency levels as long as they are available. Furthermore, such data is multiform, and more and more multimedia, they are modeled or at least exchanged as documents particularly if they stem from the Web.

Requirements concerning data management performance vs. volume, and the effort of constructing data collections themselves has determined the evolution of DBMS towards efficiency. The three level architecture that encouraged program-data independence based on series of transformations among layers seems inappropriate to answer to performance requirements. The architectures are making levels separations thin. The principle being that the less transformations among data are required the more performant are data management functions particularly querying, accessing, and processing. It seems that the very principle of independence between programs and data management is a very expensive quality that is not worth paying in certain situations.

2.2.1 Relaxing data management and program independence

The first evolution of DBMS when the object oriented paradigm emerged, and the logic and physical level started to approach in order to provide efficient ways of dealing with persistent objects. Together with the OO paradigm emerged applications requiring databases that can handle very complex data, that can evolve gracefully, and that can provide the high-performance dictated by interactive systems. Database applications could be programmed with an OO language, and then object persistency was managed by an OO DBMS. The OO DBMS manifesto [ABD+89] stated that persistence should be orthogonal, i.e., each object, independent of its type, is allowed to become persistent as such (i.e., without explicit translation). Persistency should also be implicit: the user should not have to explicitly move or copy data to make it persistent. This implied also that transparency was enforced regarding secondary storage management (index management, data clustering, data buffering, access path selection, and query optimization).

Extensible database systems [CH90] allowed new parts such as abstract data types or index structures to be added to the system. Enhancing DBS with new Abstract Data Type (ADT) or index structures was pioneered in the Ingres/Postgres systems [SRG83, SR86, LS88]. Ingres supports the definition of new ADTs, including operators. References to other tuples can be expressed through queries (i.e., the data type postquel), but otherwise ADTs, and their associated relations still had to be in first normal form. This restriction was relaxed in systems that have a more powerful type system (e.g., an object-oriented data model) [BDK92, DKA+86, DGL86, LKD+88, SPSW90]. Another area in which extensions have been extensively considered are index structures. In Ingres/Postgres, existing indexes (such as B-trees) can be extended to also support new types (or support existing types in a better way). To extend an index mechanism, new implementations of type-specific operators of indexes have to be provided by the user. In this way, existing index structures were tailored to fit new purposes, and thus have been called extended secondary indexes (see DB2 UDB object-relational DBMS12).

This evolution responded to the need of providing flexibility to the logic level adapting the physical level in consequence. The idea was to approach the three levels by offering ad hoc query facilities, and let applications define the way they could navigate the objects collections, for instance, a graphical browser could be sufficient to fulfill this functionality [ABD+89]. This facility could be supported by the data manipulation language or a subset of it.

As the architecture of the DBMS evolved according to the emergence of new programming paradigms like components and services, and to "new" data models like documents (XML) the frontiers among the three levels started to be thinner; and transparency concerning persistency and transaction management was less important. Component oriented middleware started to provide persistence services and transaction monitors

12 http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/db2/
as services that required programmers to configure and integrate these properties within the applications. Data and program independence was broken but the ad-hoc configuration of data management components or services seemed to be easier to configure since it was more performant to personalize functions according to application needs.

### 2.2.2 Configuring and unbundling data management

Configurable DBMSs rely on unbundled DBMS tasks that can be mixed and matched to obtain database support (see Figure 2.7). The difference lies in the possibility of adapting service implementations to new requirements or in defining new services whenever needed. Configurable DBMSs also consider services as unbundled representations of DBMS tasks. However, the models underlying the various services, and defining the semantics of the corresponding DBMS parts can now, in addition, be customized. Components for the same DBMS task can vary not only in their implementations for the same standardized interface, but also in their interfaces for the same task. DBMS implementors select (or construct new) components implementing the desired functionality, and obtain a DBMS by assembling the selected components. There are different approaches for configuring and composing unbundled DBMS services: kernel systems, customizable systems, transformational systems, toolkits, generators and frameworks [DG00].

In principle, (internal) DBMS components are programmed and exchanged to achieve specific functionality in a different way than in the original system. A crucial element is the underlying architecture of the kernel, and the proper definition of points where exchanges can be performed. Examples of this kind of DBMS are Starburst [HCL+90, LMP87]. Its query language can be extended by new operators on relations [HFLP89]. Various phases of query processing in Starburst are also customizable. Functions are implemented using the interfaces of a lower layer (kernel) sometimes using a dedicated language. GENESIS [BBG+88, Bat88] is a transformational approach that supports the implementation of data models as a sequence of layers. The interface of each layer defines its notions of files, records, and links between files. Transformations themselves are collected in libraries, so that they can be reused for future layer implementations. Another transformational approach that uses specification constructs similar to those of Acta [CR94] has been described by [GHKM94]. EXODUS [CDF+91] applies the idea of a toolkit for specific parts of the DBMS. A library is provided for access methods. While the library initially contains type-independent access methods such as B-trees, grid files, and linear hashing, it can also be extended with new methods. Other examples are the Open OODB (Open Object-Oriented Database) approach [Bla94, WBT92]. Trent
for the construction of transaction managers (mainly, transaction structures and concurrency control) and *A la carte* [DKH92] for the construction of heterogeneous DBMSs.

One problem in any toolkit approach is the consistency (or compatibility) of reused components. Generation approaches instead, support the specification of (parts of) a DBMS functionality and the generation of DBMS components based on those specifications. A programmer defines a model (e.g., an optimizer, a data model, or a transaction model), which is input to a generator. The generator then automatically creates a software component that implements the specified model based on some implementation base (e.g., a storage manager or kernel in the case of data-model software generation). An example of a generator system is the EXODUS query-optimizer generator [GD87]. Volcano [GM93], the successor of the EXODUS optimizer generator, also falls into the group of generator systems. Volcano has been used to build the optimizer for Open OODB [Bla94].

Systems like KIDS [GSD97], Navajo, and Objectivity [Guz00] provide a modular, component-based implementation. For example, the transaction manager (or any other component) can be exchanged with the ripple effect mainly limited to the glue code. However, in order to strike the right balance between modularity and efficiency the design of the individual components is not highly modular. In fact, the modularity of the individual components is compromised to preserve both modularity and efficiency of the DBMS. Approaches like NODS [Col00] proposed services oriented networked systems at various granularities that cooperated at the middleware level. The NODS services could be customized on a per-application basis at a fine grained level. For example, persistency could be configured at different levels [GBDC03] memory, cache or disk and it could cooperate with fault tolerance protocols for providing, for example, different levels of atomic persistent data management. Other frameworks for building query optimizers are the ones described in [OMS95], Cascades [Gra95], and EROC (Extensible Reusable Optimization Components) [MBHT96] and [CV04, VC04]. Framboise [FGD98] and ODAS [CVSGR00, VSCGR00] are frameworks for layering active database functionality on top of passive DBMSs.

However, customizability at a finer granularity (i.e., the components forming the DBMS) is expensive. Such customization is cost-effective if changes at the fine granularity were localized without compromising the system performance obtained through closely woven components, i.e., both modularity and efficiency need to be preserved.

### 2.2.3 NoSQL data store managers

New kinds of data with specific structures (e.g., documents, graphs) produced by sensors, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), automated trackers and monitoring systems has to be manipulated, analyzed, and archived [Tiw11]. These large volumes of data sets impose new challenges and opportunities around storage, analysis, and archival. NoSQL stores seem to be appropriate models that claim to be simpler, faster, and more reliable. This means the traditional data management techniques around upfront schema definition and relational references is being questioned.

Even if there is no standard definition of what NoSQL means\footnote{The notion was introduced in a workshop in 2009 according to [MP12].} there are common characteristics of these systems: (i) they do not rely on the relational model, and do not use the SQL language; (ii) they tend to run on cluster architectures; (iii) they do not have a fixed schema, allowing to store data in any record. The systems that fall under the NoSQL umbrella are quite varied, each with their unique sets of features and value propositions. Examples include MongoDB, CouchDB, Cassandra, Hbase, and also BigTable and SimpleDB which are tied to cloud services of their providers, they fit in general operating characteristics.
Despite the profound differences among the different NoSQL systems, the common characteristic with respect to the architecture is that the external and logic levels of RDBMS disappear. This means that the applications are close to the physical level with very few independence program and data. Data processing functions like querying, aggregating, analyzing are conceived for ensuring efficiency. For example, Google’s Bigtable adopts a column-oriented data model avoiding consuming space when storing nulls by simply not storing a column when a value does not exist for that column. Columns are capable of storing any data types as far as the data can be persisted in the form of an array of bytes. The sorted ordered structure makes data seek by row-key extremely efficient. Data access is less random and ad-hoc, and lookup is as simple as finding the node in the sequence that holds the data. Data is inserted at the end of the list.

Another evidence of the proximity to the physical model exploited by NoSQL systems are key-value stores that exploit hashMap (associative array) for holding key-value pairs. The structure is popular because thereby stores provide a very efficient O(1) average algorithm running time for accessing data. The key of a key-value pair is a unique value in the set and can be easily looked up to access the data. Key-value pairs are of varied types: some keep the data in memory, and some provide the capability to persist the data to disk. The underlying data storage architecture is in general a cluster, and the execution model of data processing functions is Map-Reduce. Thus data are in general managed in cache the memcached protocol\textsuperscript{14} being a popular for example in key-value stores. A cache provides an in-memory snapshot of the most-used data in an application. The purpose of cache is to reduce disk I/O.

In some situations, availability cannot be compromised, and the system is so distributed that partition tolerance is required. In such cases, it may be possible to compromise strong consistency. The counterpart of strong consistency is weak consistency. Inconsistent data is probably not a choice for any serious system that allows any form of data updates but eventual consistency could be an option. Eventual consistency alludes to the fact that after an update all nodes in the cluster see the same state eventually. If the eventuality can be defined within certain limits, then the eventual consistency model could work. The term BASE (Basically Available Soft-state Eventually)\textsuperscript{15} denotes the case of eventual consistency.

NoSQL systems promote performance, scalable, clustered oriented data management and schemaless data design focussing on data distribution, duplication and on demand persistency. The logic and external levels of the classic DBMS architecture are erased exposing the physical level to applications with certain transparency. The application describes its data structures that can be persistent, and that can be retrieved using indexing mechanisms well adapted to these structures. Assuming good amounts of available memory resources, they promote parallel data querying including data processing tasks. Data availability is ensured through replication techniques and persistency on second memory is done on demand. For the time being, given that data management is done at the physical level, and that there is few data - program independence, there is a lot of programming burden to be undertaken by application programmers. Most NoSQL systems do not support high level query languages with built-in query optimization. Instead, they expect the application programmer to worry about optimizing the execution of their data access calls with joins or similar operations having to be implemented in the application\textsuperscript{16}. Another drawback mainly associated to the historical moment is that application programming interfaces (APIs) are not yet standardized, thus standardized.

\textsuperscript{14} According to the Wikipedia memcached is a general-purpose distributed memory caching approach that was originally developed by Danga Interactive http://www.memcached.org. It is often used to speed up dynamic database-driven websites by caching data and objects in RAM to reduce the number of times an external data source (such as a database or API) must be read.

\textsuperscript{15} Eventual consistency is a consistency model used in distributed computing that informally guarantees that, if no new updates are made to a given data item, eventually all accesses to that item will return the last updated value. Eventual consistency is purely a liveness guarantee (reads eventually return the same value) and does not make safety guarantees: an eventually consistent system can return any value before it converges (Wikipedia).

\textsuperscript{16}
bindings are missing, and they have to be programmed and maintained.

NoSQL overcome some of the shortcomings of the relational systems but leave aside good principles of the RDBMS, which go beyond the relational model and the SQL language. The schemaless approach seems to respond to a schema evolution requirement stemming from applications dealing with data in a very simple way (read/write operations). As discussed in [Moh13], Web data like logs of activities in an e-commerce site or data managed by social media applications like Facebook are examples of cases needing schema evolutions because data is not very structured and, even when it is structured, the structure changes a lot over time.

2.3 Discussion

In order to face challenges introduced by applications requirements evolution the database community came up with new ways of delivering the system’s internal and external functions to applications: as components (by the end of the 90’s), as peer to peer networks (in the beginning of the 2000’s), and as services based database management systems the last 3 or 5 years. These new ways of delivering data management functions is done under different architectures: centralized, distributed, parallel and on cloud. Services are deployed on different system/hardware architectures: client - server (on classic and embedded systems), distributed on the grid, on P2P networks, on the W2.0, and recently on the clouds.

From our high-level view of the architecture of DBMSs we can conclude that although they make efficient use of the resources of their underlying environment, they are fixed to that environment as well. In a service-oriented environment where various hardware and software platforms are hidden behind service interfaces, that kind of control is unreachable. Furthermore, for several applications in dynamic environments ACID transactions may not be feasible or required. In addition, DBMSs are not easily portable and often impose a large footprint. A related problem is that they are difficult to evolve and maintain. For these reasons, several researchers have concluded that they in fact exhibit underperformance [SC05] or are even inappropriate [Kos08] for a variety of new applications.

Consequently, the core functionality of the DBMS must be adapted for new settings and applications, among which we are particularly interested in dynamic and service-oriented environments. Services allow dynamic binding in order to accomplish complex tasks for a particular client. Moreover, services are reusable, and have high autonomy due to the fact that they are accessed only through well defined interfaces. Organizing services on layers is a solution to composing a large numbers of services, and will help in making decisions about their granularity. This allows to reuse optimized functionality that is shared by several applications instead of having to invest efforts on the implementation of the same functionality again. Another way of extending the system is by invoking internal services through calls from external web services or web servers. Users can thereby have their own tailored services on their personal computers to replace or extend existing SBDBM services according to their needs.

Developers of new applications can particularly benefit from service reuse by taking one or more services that run on the SBDBMS, from any available layer, and integrate these services into their application to provide optimized access to their application-specific data. For example, assume that an application needs access to the storage level of the DBMS in order to obtain statistical information, such as available storage space or data fragmentation. In this case, the developer of this application can add the necessary information services to the storage level. This way, she provides the information source required for her application. Then, the application has to just invoke these services to retrieve the data. Furthermore, other services from other layers can be used together with this kind of extension services if required. Services can be distributed, and be made redundant by using several computers connected through a network. Therefore, a SBDBMS
can be customized to use services from other specific locations to optimize particular tasks. This approach introduces a high degree of adaptability into the database system. Priorities can be assigned to services that demand a considerable amount of resources, thereby enabling Quality of Service agreements (QoS) for special data types like multimedia and streaming data.

These challenges imply the construction of services based middleware with two open problems:

1. Exploit available resources making a compromise between QoS properties and Service Level Agreements (SLA) considering all the levels of the stack (i.e., from the network (infrastructure) to the application level).

2. Optimally coordinate services considering applications’/users’ characteristics for fulfilling their requirements.
Coordinating services for implementing hybrid queries

Every science consists in the coordination of facts; if the different observations were entirely isolated, there would be no science.

— Auguste Comte.

Pervasive denotes something “spreading throughout”, thus a pervasive computing environment is the one that is spread throughout anytime anywhere and at any moment. From the computing science point of view what is interesting to analyze is how computing and software resources are available and provide services that can be accessed by different devices. For facilitating availability to these resources, they are wrapped under the same representation called service. A service is a resource handled by a provider and that exports an application programming interface (API) that defines a set of method headers using an interface definition language. Consider a scenario where multiple users find themselves in an urban area carrying GPS-enabled mobile devices that periodically transmit their location. For instance, the users location is made available by a stream data service with the (simplified) interface:

\[
\text{subscribe()} \rightarrow \{\text{location:} \langle \text{nickname, coor} \rangle \}
\]

consisting of a subscription operation that, after invocation, will produce a stream of location tuples, each with a nickname that identifies the user and her coordinates. A stream is a continuous (and possibly infinite) sequence of tuples ordered in time.

The rest of the data is produced by the next two on-demand data services, each represented by a single operation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{profile(nickname)} & \rightarrow \{\text{person:} \langle \text{age, gender, email} \rangle \} \\
\text{interests(nickname)} & \rightarrow \{\text{s_tag:} \langle \text{tag, score} \rangle \}
\end{align*}
\]

The first provides a single person tuple denoting a profile of the user, once given a request represented by her nickname. The second produces, given the nickname as well, a list of s_tag tuples, each with a tag or keyword denoting a particular interest of the user (e.g. music, sports, fashion, etc.) and a score indicating the corresponding degree of interest.

Users access available services for answering some requirement expressed as a query. For instance, assume that Bob needs to find friends to make decisions whether he can meet somebody downtown to attend an art exposition. The query can be the following:
Find friends who are no more than 3 km away from me, who are over 21 years old and that are interested in art

But issuing the query from a mobile device, is not enough for evaluating it, some Service Level Agreements (SLA) need to also be expressed. For example, Bob wants the query to be executed as soon as possible, minimizing the battery consumption and preferring free data services. Of course, the query cannot be solved by one service, some information will come for Google maps and Google location, other by Bob’s personal directory, the availability of Bob’s friend in their public agendas. Thus, the invocation to the different services must be coordinated by a program or script that will then be executed by an execution service that can be deployed locally on the user device or not. In order to do so, other key infrastructure services play an important role particularly for fulfilling SLA requirements. The communication service is maybe the most important one because it will make decisions on the data and invocation transmission strategies that will impact SLA.

Focusing on the infrastructure that makes it possible to execute the services coordination by making decisions on the best way to execute it according to given SLAs, we identify two main challenges:

- Enable the reliable coordination of services (infrastructure, platform and, data management) for answering queries.
- Deliver request results in an inexpensive, reliable, and efficient manner despite the devices, resources availability and the volume of data transmitted and processed.

Research on query processing is still promising given the explosion of huge amounts of data largely distributed and produced by different means (sensors, devices, networks, analysis processes), and the requirements to query them to have the right information, at the right place, at the right moment. This challenge implies composing services available in dynamic environments and integrating this notion into query processing techniques. Existing techniques do not tackle at the same time classic, mobile and continuous queries by composing services that are (push/pull, static and nomad) data providers.

Our research addresses novel challenges on data/services querying that go beyond existing results for efficiently exploiting data stemming from many different sources in dynamic environments. Coupling together services, data and streams with query processing considering dynamic environments and SLA issues is an important challenge in the database community that is partially addressed by some works. Having studied the problem in a general perspective led to the identification of theoretical and technical problems and to important and original contributions described as follows. Section 3.1 describes the phases of hybrid query evaluation, highlighting an algorithm that we propose for generating query workflows that implement hybrid queries expressed in the language HSQL that we proposed. Section 3.2 describes the optimization of hybrid queries based on service level agreement (SLA) contracts. Section 3.3 introduced the hybrid query evaluator Hypatia, its general architecture, implementation issues and validation. Section 3.4 discusses related work and puts in perspective our work with existing approaches.

### 3.1 Hybrid query evaluation

We consider queries issued against data services, i.e., services that make it possible to access different kinds of data. Several kinds of useful information can be obtained by evaluating queries over data services. In turn, the evaluation of these queries depends on our ability to perform various data processing tasks. For example, data correlation (e.g. relate the profile of a user with his/her interests) or data filtering (e.g. select users above a certain age). We must also take into consideration restrictions on the data, such as temporality (e.g. users logged-in within the last 60 minutes).
We denote by "hybrid queries" our vision of queries over dynamic environments, i.e. queries that can be mobile, continuous and evaluated on top of push/pull static or nomad services. For example, in a mobile application scenario, a user, say Mike, may want to Find friends who are no more than 3 km away from him, who are over 21 years old and that are interested in art. This query involves three data services methods defined above. It is highly desirable that such query can be expressed formally through a declarative language named Hybrid Service Query Language (HSQL)\(^1\). With this goal in mind we adopt a SQL-like query language which is similar to CQL[ABW06], to express the query as follows:

Example 3.1.

```
SELECT p.nickname, p.age, p.sex, p.email
FROM profile p, location l [range 10 min], interests i
WHERE p.age >= 21 AND l.nickname = p.nickname AND
i.nickname = p.nickname AND 'art' in i.s_tag.tag
AND dist(l.coor, mycoor) <= 3000
```

The conditions in the **WHERE** clause enable to correlate **profile**, **location**, and **interests** of the users by their nickname, effectively specifying join operations between them. Additional conditions are specified to filter the data. Thus, users who are older than 21 and whose list of interests includes the tag ‘art’, and whose location lies within the specified limit are selected. For the location condition, we rely on a special function `dist` to evaluate the distance between two geographic points corresponding to the location of users, the current location of the user issuing the query is specified as `mycoor`. Since a list of scored tags is used to represent the interests of an user, we use a special in operator to determine if the tag ‘art’ is contained in the list, while the list in question is accessed via a path expression.

Since the location of the users is subject to change and delivered as a continuous stream, it is neither feasible nor desirable to process all of the location data, therefore temporal constraints must be added. Consequently, the **location** stream in the FROM clause is bounded by a time-based window which will consider only the data received within the last 10 minutes. Given that the query is continuous, this result will be updated as the users’ location changes and new data arrives. This is facilitated by a special sign attribute added to each tuple of the result stream, which denotes whether the tuple is added to the result (positive sign) or removed from it (negative sign).

In order to evaluate a declarative hybrid query like the one presented in Example 3.1 we need to derive an executable representation of it. Such executable representation in our approach is a query workflow.

### 3.1.1 Query workflow

A workflow fundamentally enforces a certain order among various activities as required to carry out a particular task. The activities required to evaluate a hybrid query fall into two basic categories: data access and data processing. Both of these types of activities are organized in a workflow following a logical order determined by the query. The execution of each of the activities, in turn, is supported by a corresponding service; data access activities by data services and data processing activities by computation services.

Following our service-based approach, the workflow used to evaluate a hybrid query consists of the parallel and sequential coordination of data and computation services. For example, the workflow representation for the query in Example 3.1 is depicted in Figure 3.1.

---

1. This language was proposed in the PhD dissertation of V. Cuevas Vicenttin of University of Grenoble.
The data services are represented by parallelograms, whereas computation services are represented as rounded rectangles and correspond to traditional query operators such as join or selection. The arrows indicating sequential composition not only imply order dependencies among the activities but also data dependencies; in particular, tuples that need to be transmitted between the different activities that produce and consume them.

Since the workflow enabling the evaluation of a given hybrid query acts in fact as a service coordination (comprising data and computation services), we refer to it as query workflow. We discuss the generation of a query workflow from a given declarative query in the following section.

Evaluating a hybrid query from a given query coordination depends first on finding the adequate (data and computation) services, second on their invocation, and finally on their communication and interoperation. We deal with these aspects next.

### 3.1.2 Generating a query workflow

Given an HSQL (Hybrid Service Query Language) query, it is necessary to generate a corresponding workflow specifying a service coordination to enable its evaluation. Two important characteristics of a query workflow are that it reflects the logic of the query and that it is executable, (i.e., feasibility). The feasibility property implies that the data dependencies of on-demand data services are satisfied, i.e., it is possible to obtain the required input parameters to invoke the data services methods. The input parameters can only originate from constant values in the query, data stream tuples, or tuples retrieved from other on-demand services. When constants are not involved we essentially perform an operation known as bind-join described in [FLMS99], which is analogous to a normal join but involves retrieving tuples as required by a binding pattern, which annotates the attributes of a data source as either bound (for input attributes) or free (for output attributes).

Thus a primary task to carry out in order to build a query workflow is to determine the appropriate joins. We propose an algorithm for this purpose that is based on the Graham-Yu-Ozsoyoglu (GYO) algorithm in [Yan81] used in database theory to determine if a relational query is acyclic. We extended this algorithm to take into consideration the binding patterns associated with on-demand data services. Our algorithm
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consists of three main phases:

1. Represent the join dependencies by a hypergraph
2. Process the hypergraph to yield a parse tree denoting the valid join orders
3. Derive a join order by traversing the tree and then add the remaining operators

Join dependencies as a hypergraph  Consider the following representation of the data services interfaces involved in our example query using the notion of binding patterns. By default all of the attributes of a stream data service like the location service are considered free.

location: \langle nickname', coor' \rangle
profile: \langle nickname^b, age', gender', email' \rangle
interests: \langle nickname^h, tag', score' \rangle

These services are represented in the query by the aliases l, p, and i, respectively.

Let us now consider the equality conditions in the \texttt{WHERE} clause of the query between the attributes of the different data operations.

1. \texttt{nickname} = \texttt{p.nickname} AND
i. \texttt{nickname} = \texttt{p.nickname}

Each of these two conditions implies a bidirectional join dependency between two data operations, and which further propagate transitively (in this case via \texttt{p} at the right) as occurs in traditional queries. Thus a join dependency among the three data services arises, in particular, based on the common \texttt{nickname} attribute.

In the general case, the join dependencies between several data service operations can be represented by a \textit{hypergraph}, formed by nodes and hyperedges; the latter which unlike ordinary graph edges, can be sets of any number of nodes.

To construct the hypergraph, the attributes from the data operations are first given a symbol that corresponds to a node in the hypergraph. The attributes that take part in a chain of joins are associated with symbols distinguished by a bar (e.g. $\bar{N}$), the same symbol being used for all of the attributes in the join chain. The symbols given to the attributes of the data service methods from the example are presented in Figure 3.2 a), which when applied to the binding patterns associated with the same data service methods yield

location: $\langle \bar{N}', C' \rangle$
profile: $\langle \bar{N}^h, A', G', E' \rangle$
interests: \(\langle \overline{N}, T', S' \rangle\)

The resulting hypergraph is depicted in Figure 3.2 b. As the hypegraph shows, a join dependency exists on the nickname attribute of the methods’ interfaces.

**Parse tree construction** Once a hypergraph has been built, it can be used in step 2 to obtain, by a reduction process, a parse tree which denotes the valid join orders. Performing a reduction of a query hypergraph essentially corresponds to removing nodes and hyperedges down to a single hyperedge, which is a sufficient and necessary condition for the query to be acyclic as discussed in [Yan81]. The reduction of a hybrid query hypergraph and the parse tree construction proceed as follows.

We identify an ear \(H\) in the hypergraph, which represents a hyperedge whose nodes can be divided into two sets: isolated nodes that appear in \(H\) and no other hyperedge, and shared nodes that are contained in another hyperedge \(G\). If multiple ears exist, one is selected arbitrarily. For example, in the hypergraph of Figure 3.2 b), we identify \(\overline{N}C\) as an ear, whose attributes are divided into the sets \(\{C\}\) and \(\{\overline{N}\}\) of isolated and shared nodes, respectively.

The isolated nodes are entirely removed, while the shared nodes remain in the hypergraph but not as part of the ear, which is removed. The hyperedge \(G\) that shares a subset of nodes with the ear \(H\) is said to consume the ear. For example, the \(\overline{N}C\) ear denoted by a dashed line in Figure 3.3 a) is consumed by the hyperedge \(\overline{N}AGE\), resulting in the hypergraph presented in b) of the same figure. Note that node \(C\) is removed but node \(\overline{N}\) is kept.

![Figure 3.3: Hypergraph reduction and parse tree construction](image)

Whenever a hyperedge \(G\) consumes an ear \(H\) we add a subtree to the parse tree of the hypergraph, with
the consumer $G$ (\texttt{NAGE} in the example) as parent of the ear $H$ (\texttt{NC} in the example), as shown in Figure 3.3 a). The reduction process proceeds in this manner until a single hyperedge remains, and a full parse tree is built, as shown in Figure 3.3 b) after \texttt{NAGE} also consumes \texttt{NTS}.

An additional condition for a given hyperedge to consume an ear is that by consuming the ear the consumer hyperedge can obtain all of the bound attributes needed (if any) to access the data operation the consumer hyperedge represents.

**Parse tree traversal** The last step consists in deriving a join order by traversing the parse tree and then adding the remaining operators. A query workflow which satisfies the binding patterns of the data operations is generated by traversing the parse tree in a bottom up manner. Considering the parse tree in Figure 3.3 b), we first visit the \texttt{NC} node, then the \texttt{NAGE} node, and finally the \texttt{NTS} node. When we visit \texttt{NC} we obtain \texttt{N} and can therefore use it to access the \texttt{profile} operation represented by \texttt{NAGE}. For this reason, \texttt{N} changes from bound to free in \texttt{NAGE} and can thus be used to access the \texttt{interests} operation represented by \texttt{NTS}. Such dependencies determine if a simple equi-join or a bind-join should be performed. The first applies when all of the attributes are available, while the latter, to cases in which an operation needs to be invoked with input parameters as specified by the binding pattern.

The result of the parse tree traversal is an infix expression consisting of binary joins, as illustrated in Figure 3.3 c) for our example. Based on this infix expression, we can build a join workflow that satisfies all of the join dependencies present in the query. For instance, the join workflow for our example is presented in Figure 3.3 d).

Regarding the remaining operators, windows that bound the streams always come after the stream data services and are easily identifiable in the \texttt{FROM} clause of the query. Selections and projections, on the other hand, are added to the query workflow following optimization heuristics that determine their appropriate place, which however must also respect the binding patterns. For example, the selection for a particular tag value can only be applied after the respective data is obtained from a bind join.

### 3.1.3 Computing a query workflow cost

In order to use SLA’s to guide query workflows evaluation, it is necessary to propose a cost model that can be used to evaluate a query workflow cost. The query workflow cost is given by a combination of QoS measures associated to the service methods it calls, infrastructure services such as the network and the hosting device it uses. The cost model considered for query workflows is defined by a combination of three costs: execution time, monetary cost and battery consumption. These costs are computed by calculating the cost of activities of a query workflow.

**Query workflow cost** is computed by aggregating its activities costs based on its structure. The aggregation is done by following a systematic reduction of the query workflow such as in [Jae96, WCSO08]. For each sequential or parallel coordination, the reduction aggregates the activities costs. For the nested coordinations, the algorithm is applied recursively. The resulting cost is computed by a pondered average function of the three values.

$$\text{Cost} = \alpha (\text{temporal}_e) + \beta (\text{economic}_e) + \gamma (\text{energy}_e) / 3$$

2. QoS measures are a set of quantitative measures that describe the possible conditions in which a service method invocation is executed.
We assume that the activity costs are estimated according to the way data are produced by the service (i.e., batch for on-demand services, continuous by continuous services).

**Cost of an activity calling an on-demand service** For data produced in batch by on-demand services, the global activity cost is defined by the combination of three costs:

- **Temporal cost** given by (i) the speed of the network that yields transfer time consumption, determined by the data size and the network's conditions (i.e., latency and throughput) both for sending the invocation with its input data and receiving results; (ii) the execution of the invoked method has an associated approximated method response time which depends on the method throughput.\(^3\)

- **Economic cost** given by (i) the type of network: indeed, transmitting data can add a monetary cost (e.g., 3G cost for mega octets transfer); (ii) the cost of receiving results from a service method invocation sent to a specific service provider, for example getting the scheduled activities from the public agenda of my Friends can have a cost related to a subscription fee.

- **Energy cost** produced as a result of using the network and computing resources in the device hosting the service provider that will execute the method called. These operations consume battery entailing an energy cost.

**Cost of an activity calling a continuous service cost** For data produced by continuous services the global activity cost is defined by the combination of three costs that depend on the data production rate resulting from the invocation of a method. The costs are multiplied by the number of times data must be pulled and transferred. The economic cost can be associated to a subscription model where the cost is determined by the production rate. For example receiving data frequently (e.g., give my current position every five minutes, where five minutes is the expected production rate) can be more expensive than receiving data in specific moments (e.g., the number of times Bob went to the supermarket during a month). The temporal and energy costs are also determined by the frequency in which data are processed (processing rate): data can be processed immediately, after a threshold defined by the number of tuples received, or the elapsed time, or a buffer capacity. Both production rate and processing rate impact the execution time cost, execution economic cost, and battery consumption cost.

### 3.2 Optimizing hybrid queries using SLA contracts

Given a hybrid query and a set of services that can be used for answering it, several query workflows can be used for implementing it. For example, consider the query workflow in Figure 3.4a that is a version of the friend finder example. The figure shows a query workflow coordinating activities in parallel for retrieving the profile and the location datasets. Then, the filtering activity that implements a window operator is placed just after the activity that retrieves the location. This activity reduces the input dataset size. Then, both datasets are correlated and finally the last activity filters the dataset to get data related only to 'Joe'. Placing the last activity just after of the retrieval of the profile dataset can reduce the processing time.

Now consider the query workflow in Figure 3.4b that coordinates activities sequentially. Each activity in the control flow consumes and produces data that at the end result in a dataset which is equivalent with the first one.

---

3. The method throughput is given by the amount of requests in a period of time (e.g., each minute) and the state of the device such as memory or CPU.
Optimizing a hybrid query implies choosing the query workflow that best implements it with respect to a given SLA. Similar to classic query optimization techniques, we propose an optimization process that consists in two phases: (i) generating its search space consisting in "all" the query workflows that implement a hybrid query and (ii) choosing the top-k query workflows with costs that are the closest to the SLA.

3.2.1 Generating potential query workflow space

We use rewriting operations (e.g. split, aggregate, parallelize, etc.) for generating a set of "semantically" equivalent query workflows. The rewriting process is based on two notions: function and data dependency relationships.

— Function: represents a data processing operation. We consider the following functions:
  1. fetch for retrieving a dataset from a data provision service (e.g., get Bob’s friends);
  2. projection of some of the attributes of each item (e.g., tuple) of a dataset (e.g., get name and location of Bob’s friends assuming that there each friend has other attributes);
  3. filter the items of a dataset according to some criterion (e.g., Alice’s friends located 3 Km from her current position); and,
  4. correlation of the items of two datasets according to some criterion (e.g., get friends shared by Bob and Alice that like "Art").

— Data dependency relationships between functions. Intuitively, given two functions with input parameters and an output of specific types, they are
  1. $F_1$ independent $F_2$ if they do not share input datasets;
  2. $F_1$ concurrent $F_2$ if they share common input datasets;
  3. $F_1$ dependent $F_2$ if they use common input datasets.

We propose rewriting rules and algorithms for generating a representation of an HSQL expression as a composite function and a data dependency tree. This intermediate representation is used for finally generating a query workflow search space. This generation is based on composition patterns that we propose for specifying how to compose the activities of a query workflow. Let $F_1$ and $F_2$ be functions of any type according to their dependency relationship they can give rise to two activities $A_1$ and $A_2$ related according to the composition patterns shown in Figure 3.5.

1. $F_1$ independent $F_2$ leads to three possible composition patterns: $A_1$ sequence $A_2$ or $A_1$ sequence $A_2$ or $A_1$ parallel $A_2$. 
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2. \( F_1 \) concurrent \( F_2 \) leads to the same sequential patterns of the previous case. In the case of the parallel pattern, it works only if and only if \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \) are filtering functions or one of them is a filtering function and the other a correlation function.

3. \( F_1 \) dependent \( F_2 \) leads to a sequential composition pattern \( A_1 \) sequence \( A_2 \).

The search space generation algorithm ensures that the resulting query workflows are all deadlock free and that they terminate\(^4\). Once the search space has been generated, the query workflows are tagged with their associated three dimensional cost. Then, this space can be pruned in order to find the query workflows that best comply with the SLA expressing the preferences of the user. This is done applying a top-k algorithm as discussed in the following section.

### 3.2.2 Computing an optimization objective

In order to determine which are the query workflows that answer the query respecting the SLA contract, we compute an optimization objective taking as input the SLA preferences and assuming that we know all the potential data and computing services that can be used for computing a query workflow. The SLA expressed as a combination of pondered measures, namely, execution time, monetary cost and energy. Therefore we propose an equation to compute a threshold value that represents the lowest cost that a given query can have given a set of services available and required for executing it and independently of the form of the query workflow (see Equation 3.1).

\[
Opt(Q, R) = \min \left( \sum_j (f(A_j, \Omega_j) - \gamma(Q, R_j)) \right)
\]  

The objective is to find the combination of resources (\( R \) i.e., services) that satisfies a set of requirements \( (Q, \) i.e., the preferences expressed by the user and associated to a query). Every service participating in the execution of a query exports information about its available resources and used resources. For example the number of requests that a service can handle and the number of requests that are currently being processes.

\(^4\) Details on the algorithm can be found in the dissertation of Carlos Manuel López Enríquez of the University of Grenoble.
The principle of the strategy is described as follows: determine to which extent the required resources by Q can be fulfilled by resources provided by each service. The total result represents the combination of resources provided by available services that minimize the use of the global available resources (A) and the resources currently being used (Ω).

As shown in Figure 3.6 this value can be represented as a point in an n-dimensional space where each dimension represents a SLA measure. Similarly, as shown in Figure 3.6, the query workflows cost which is also defined as a function of these dimensions, can be represented as a point in such n-dimensional space. The optimization process looks for points that are closest to the objective point by computing the Euclidean distance.

### 3.2.3 Choosing an optimum plan family

We adopt a top-\(k\) algorithm in order to decide which of the \(k\) query workflows that represent the best alternative to implement a hybrid query for a given SLA. We adopt the Fagin’s algorithm [FLN03]. The top-\(k\) algorithm assumes \(m\) inverted lists \(L_1, \ldots, L_m\) each of which is of the form 
\[
[., ., (qw_i, c_{i,j}), ., .]
\]
with size \(|S|\) where \(i \in [1, \ldots, |S|]\), and \(j \in [i, \ldots, m]\). The order of the inverted lists depends on the algorithm.

The Fagin algorithm assumes that each list \(L_j\) is ordered by \(c_{i,j}\) in ascending order. The principle is that the \(k\) query workflows are close to the top of the \(m\) lists. In the worst case, the \(c_{k,j}\) is the last item for some \(j \in [1, \ldots, m]\). The algorithm traverses in parallel the \(m\) lists by performing sequential access. Once \(k\) items have been visited in all the \(m\) lists, it performs random access over the \(m\) lists by looking for the already visited items and computes their scores. The scores are arranged in a sorted list in ascending order and thus the first \(k\) items are on the top of the score list. The main steps of the algorithm are:

1. Access in parallel the \(m\) lists by performing sequential access.
2. Stop once \(k\) query workflows have been seen in the \(m\) lists.
3. Perform random access over the \(m\) lists to obtain the \(m\) scaled attributes of each query workflow that has been processed and compute its score.
4. Sort in ascending order the scores.
5. Return the \(k\) query workflows on the top.

It is applied for obtaining an ordered family of query workflows that compose the optimum plan family. According to a descending order, the first query workflow will be executed. The rest of the queries can be
stored as knowledge and they can be used for further optimizations. We do not consider learning based optimization [MCBD12] but we believe that such a technique can be applied in this case.

### 3.3 Hypatia: Service coordination query evaluator

We developed a proof of concept of our approach by implementing a service-based hybrid query processor named Hypatia for enacting query workflows. Figure 3.7 presents its architecture. The system is based on the Java platform. Queries in Hypatia are entered via a GUI (see Figure 3.8) and specified in our HSQL query language. Once a query is provided to the system it is parsed and then its corresponding query workflow is generated according to the algorithm that we described in Section 3.1.2. The query parser and the query workflow constructor components perform these tasks. The parser was developed using the ANTLR parser generator. The GUI also enables the user to visualize the query workflow, as well as the sub-workflows corresponding to composite computation services, which is facilitated by the use of the JGraph library.

To implement stream data services we developed a special-purpose stream server framework, which can be extended to create stream data services from sources ranging from text files to devices and network sources. This framework employs Web Service standards to create subscription services for the streams. Stream data access operators in query workflows subscribe to these services and also receive the stream via special gateway services.

The evaluation of a query is enabled by two main components that support the computation services corresponding to data processing operations. A scheduler determines which service is executed at a given time according to a predefined policy. Composite computation services communicate via asynchronous queues and are executed by an ASM interpreter that implements our workflow model.

#### 3.3.1 Validation

We implemented two test scenarios and their corresponding data services to validate our approach. The first one, mainly a demonstration scenario, is the location-based application. In order to implement the Friend Finder scenario described in the Introduction we developed a test dataset using GPS tracks obtained from everytrail.com. Concretely, we downloaded 58 tracks corresponding to travel (either by walking, cycling, or driving) within the city of Paris. We converted the data from GPX to JSON and integrated it to our stream

---

server to create the location service. For the profile and interests services we created a MySQL database accessible via JAX-WS Web Services running on Tomcat. The profile data is artificial and the interests were assigned and scored randomly using the most popular tags used in Flickr and Amazon. For the nearest-neighbor (NN) points of interest we converted a KML file containing the major tourist destinations in Paris into JSON, this data is employed by the corresponding NN service in conjunction with the R-tree spatial indexation service. Finally, we implemented an interface based on Google Maps that enables to visualize the query result, which is presented in Figure 3.9.

The second scenario was developed to measure the efficiency of our current implementation in a more precise manner; it is based on the NEXMark benchmark. Our main goal was to measure the overhead of using services, so we measured the total latency (i.e. the total time required to process a tuple present in the result) for a set of six queries (see Table 3.1); first for our service-based system and then for an equivalent system that had at its disposal the same functionality offered by the computation services, but supported by objects inside the same Java Virtual Machine.

NEXMark proposes an auctions scenario consisting of three stream data services, person, auction and, bid, that export the following interfaces:

- **person**: \(\langle \text{person_id}^f, \text{name}^f, \text{phone}^f, \text{email}^f, \text{income}^f \rangle\)
- **auction**: \(\langle \text{open_auction_id}^f, \text{seller_person}^f, \text{category}^f, \text{quantity}^f \rangle\)
- **bid**: \(\langle \text{person_ref}^f, \text{open_auction_id}^f, \text{bid}^f \rangle\)

Auctions work as follows. People can propose and bid for products. Auctions and bids are produced continuously. Table 3.1 shows the six queries that we evaluated in our experiment; they are stated in our HSQL language and for each we provide the associated query workflow and equivalent operator expression that implements them (generated by Hypatia). Queries \(Q_1 - Q_2\) mainly exploit temporal filtering using window operators, filtering and correlation with and/split-join like control flows. \(Q_3\) involves grouping and aggregation functions. \(Q_4\) adds a service call to a sequence of data processing activities with filtering and projection operations. Finally, \(Q_5 - Q_6\) address several correlations organized in and/split-join control flows.

---

### Table 3.1: NEXMark queries

- For the last 30 persons and 30 products offered, retrieve the bids of the last 20 seconds greater than 15 euros

```sql
1) SELECT bid.person_ref, bid.auction_id, bid.bid
   FROM bid
   WHERE bid.auction_id = auction.auction_id
     AND bid.bid > 15
   ORDER BY bid.bid DESC;
```

- For the persons joining and the products offered during the last minute, generate the name and email of the person along with the id of the product he/she offers

```sql
2) SELECT person.name, person.email, auction_id
   FROM person
   JOIN auction
     ON person.person_id = auction.person_id
   WHERE auction.auction_id IN
     (SELECT auction_id
      FROM bid
      WHERE bid.bid > 15)
   ORDER BY auction.auction_id DESC;
```

- For the last 100 bids, find the maximum and minimum bid for each product

```sql
3) SELECT bid.person_ref, bid.auction_id, bid.bid
   FROM bid
   GROUP BY bid.auction_id;
```

- Among the bids made in the last 5 seconds, find those whose amount is between 50 and 100 euros and their dollar equivalent

```sql
4) SELECT bid.person_ref, bid.auction_id, bid.bid, currency('EUR'), bid.bid / 1.16
   FROM bid
   WHERE bid.bid > 50 AND bid.bid < 100;
```

- For the last 100 persons, products and bids; give the id of the seller person, the id of the product, and the amount of the bid

```sql
5) SELECT bid.person_ref, bid.open_auction, bid.bid
   FROM bid
   WHERE bid.bid > 100
   ORDER BY bid.bid DESC;
```

- For the last 20 persons, products and bids; give the id of the seller person, the id of the product, and the amount of the bid, whenever that amount is greater than 30

```sql
6) SELECT bid.person_ref, bid.open_auction, bid.bid
   FROM bid
   WHERE bid.bid > 30
   ORDER BY bid.bid DESC;
```
3.3.2 Experimental results

For our experiments we used as a local machine a Dell D830 laptop with an Intel Core 2 Duo (2.10 GHz) processor and equipped with 2 GB of RAM. We also employed as a remote machine a Dell Desktop PC with a Pentium 4 (1.8 GHz) processor and 1 GB of RAM. In both cases running JSE 1.6.0_17, the local machine under Windows XP SP3 and the remote under Windows Server 2008.

As said before, to validate our approach we established a testbed of six queries based on our adaptation of the NEXMark benchmark. These queries include operators such as time and tuple based windows as well as joins. We measured tuple latency, i.e. the time elapsed from the arrival of a tuple to the instant it becomes part of the result, for three different settings. The first setting corresponds to a query processor using the same functionality of our computation services, but as plain java objects in the same virtual machine. In the second we used our computation services, which are based on the JAX-WS reference implementation, by making them run on a Tomcat container in the same machine as the query processor. For the third setting we ran the Tomcat container with the computation services on a different machine connected via intranet to the machine running the query processor.

The results are shown in Figure 3.10, and from them we derive two main conclusions. First, the use of services instead of shared memory resulted in about twice the latency. Second, the main overhead is due to the middleware and not to the network connection, since the results for the local Tomcat container and the remote Tomcat container are very similar. We believe that in this case the network costs are balanced-out by resource contingency on the query processor machine, when that machine also runs the container. We consider the overhead to be important but not invalidating for our approach, especially since in some cases we may be obliged to use services to acquire the required functionality.

From our experimental validation we learned that it is possible to implement query evaluation entirely relying on services without necessarily using a full-fledged DBMS or a DSMS (Data Stream Management Systems). Thereby, hybrid queries that retrieve on demand and stream data are processed by the same evaluator using well adapted operators according to their characteristics given our composition approach. The approach can seem costly because of the absence of a single DBMS, the use of a message based approach for implementing the workflow execution, and because there is no extensive optimization in the current version.
of Hypatia. Now that we have a successful implementation of our approach, we can address performance issues further in order to reduce cost and overhead.

3.4 Related work

In dynamic environments, query processing has to be continuously executed as services collect periodically new information (e.g., traffic service providing information at given intervals about the current state of the road) and the execution context may change (e.g., variability in the connection). Query processing should take into account not only new data events but also data providers (services) which may change from one location to another.

Existing techniques for handling continuous spatio-temporal queries in location-aware environments (e.g., see [BJKS06, LPM02, SR01, TXC07, ZZP+03, ZL01]) focus on developing specific high-level algorithms that use traditional database servers [MXA04]. Most existing query processing techniques focus on solving special cases of continuous spatio-temporal queries: some like [SR01, ZZP+03, ZL01, WSCY99] are valid only for moving queries on stationary objects, others like [HKGT03, PXK+02] (Carney et al. 2002) are valid only for stationary range queries. A challenging perspective is to provide a complete approach that integrates flexibility into the existing continuous, stream, snapshot, spatio-temporal queries for accessing data in pervasive environments.

The emergence of data services has introduced a new interest in dealing with these "new" providers for expressing and evaluating queries. Languages as Pig and LINQ combine declarative expressions with imperative ones for programming queries, where data can be provided by services. In general, query rewriting, optimization and execution are the evaluation phases that need to be revisited when data are provided by services and they participate in queries that are executed in dynamic environments. Query rewriting must take into consideration the data service interfaces, since some data may need to be supplied to these in order to retrieve the rest of the data. The existence of a large number of heterogeneous data services may also necessitate the use of data integration techniques. In addition, new types of queries will require the definition of new query operators.

Traditional query optimization techniques are not applicable in this new setting, since the statistics used in cost models are generally not available. Furthermore, resources will be dynamically allocated via
computation services, rather than being fixed and easy to monitor and control. Finally, query execution must also be reconsidered. First, the means to access the data is via services rather than scanning or employing index structures. Second, to process the data we depend on computation services, instead of a rigid DBMS.

[SMWM06] proposes a service coordination approach, where coordinations can be optimized by ordering the service calls in a pipelined fashion and by tuning the data size. The control over data size (i.e., data chunks) and selectivity statistics are key assumptions adopted by the approach. Another aspect to consider during the optimization is the selection of services, which can have an impact on the service coordination cost. [CAH05, WCSO08] optimize service coordinations by proposing a strategy to select services according to multidimensional cost. Service selection is done by solving a multi objective assignment problem given a set of abstract services defined by the coordination. Services implementing the coordination can change but the control flow of the coordination remains the same.

The emergence of the map-reduce model, has introduced again parallelization techniques. Queries expressed in languages such as Pig\(^9\), and SCOPE [CJL08a] can be translated into map/reduce [DG08] workflows that can be optimized. The optimization is done by intra-operator parallelization of map/reduce tasks. [Lim12] applies safe transformations to workflows for factorizing the map/reduce functions, partitioning of data, and reconfiguring functions. Transformations hold preconditions and postconditions associated to the functions in order to keep the data flow consistency. The functional programming model PACT [BEHK10] extends the map/reduce model to add expressiveness that are black boxes within a workflow. In [HPSR12] the black boxes are analyzed at build-time to get properties and to apply conservative reorders to enhance the run-time cost. The map/reduce workflows satisfy the need to process large-scale data efficiently w.r.t. execution time. Although we do not address query optimization under such context in the present work, we provide a discussion of its related issues and possible solutions in [CVVSCB09].

Eventhough these problems have been already addressed, there are still some challenges that remain open:

— How to minimize the number of queries issued to evaluate continuous queries?
— How to capture changes arising in services, the execution environment and user preferences?
— How to propagate these changes to the query workflow?
— How an atomic change impacts the quality of the query workflow and to what extent a set of atomic changes lead to a modification of the whole optimization process and impose the computation of a new query workflow?

**Main contributions**

Our fundamental research activities concern the specification and design of mechanisms implementing an optimized access to distributed data and computing services according to SLA contracts. Services hide data behind their APIs, they produce spatio-temporal data flows in batch or periodically and there is no full fledged DBMS providing data management functions.

Our original contribution consist of\(^{10}\):

— Query evaluation (continuous, recurrent or in batch) by reliably coordinating services guided by SLA contracts; data services can be mobile and static, and data can be spatio-temporal and produced in flows.
— Optimization of service coordinations for reducing their temporal, economic and energy cost.

\(^9\) http://pig.apache.org

\(^{10}\) See Chapter 7 that gives a list of my major publications numbered according to these references.
We introduced the notion of hybrid query, which was analyzed in a taxonomy of query types can be evaluated by academic and industrial approaches and systems [VSIC+11]. We proposed [1,4]:

1. The query language HSQL for expressing hybrid queries based on service coordinations and the language MQLiST (project CLEVER) for expressing the way the results of such a query can be mashed up.
2. The specification of a query model based on the coordination of data services using abstract state machines (ASM). The model is based on the notion of query workflow.
3. The algorithm BP GYO for generating the query workflow that implements an HSQL query.
4. The implementation of the hybrid query engine HYPATIA.
5. An algorithm for computing the space of query workflows that implement a hybrid query respecting an SLA contract expressed as the aggregation of measures: execution time, economic and energy cost.

Projects

Results on hybrid query processing in pervasive environments were mainly produced in the context of the projects OPTIMACS [11]; E-CLOUDSS and CLEVER [12].

PhD students


Prototypes


---

12. Financed respectively by financed by Microsoft through LACCIR project program http://eclouds.imag.fr and the STIC-AMSUD CNRS program http://clever.imag.fr
CHAPTER 4

Non functional requirements for service coordinations

Music is given to us with the sole purpose of establishing an order in things, including, and particularly, the coordination between man and time.

— Igor Stravinsky.

Expressing and enforcing non functional properties (NFP) for systems is a well-known problem addressed by models and protocols in distributed, and database systems for dealing with security, fault tolerance, and persistence (e.g, transaction monitors, synchronization protocols like 2PC). Data management functions are traditionally built-in functions in classic DBMS. These functions must be implemented by coordinating services for building Service Oriented Data Management Systems (SODMS). SODMS need to provide certain levels of ACID properties (i.e., NFP ) according to (i) the type of data they manage (e.g., documents, key-value, graph), and (ii) the application requirements that may need specific storage oriented, aggregation oriented, partially consistent solutions.

Lately, applications implemented under "new" data management approaches, call for techniques that can include NFP in a flexible and adaptable manner. Some solutions leave this task to the middleware infrastructure (e.g., the service bus petals\(^1\) offers some non-functional services), and to the engines that weave them within their execution model (e.g., workflow engine). Other approaches like [DDGJ01] include the code that implements NFP, as protocols within the service coordination code; or within the communication protocol used for calling service methods (e.g. data encryption of SOAP messages). For example, works stemming from the Business Process domain (BPM [OMG11]) and also to WS-* standards. Current NoSQL approaches already propose different levels of consistency, eventual persistency of data (relaxed durability), and relaxed atomicity protocols. Existing systems provide different protocols, and some of them provide interfaces so that the programmers can tune their own protocols [Cat11].

Our research has addressed strategies to provide reliable service coordination based data management (i.e., data consistency, exception handling, and atomicity). We adopted a policy based approach for modeling, defining, and ensuring NFP orthogonally to a service coordination that implements a data management function (e.g., data querying). We assumed that not respecting a NFP expressed in a specification in the design phase, implies an exceptional behavior of the application at execution time. Exceptions are dealt with, according to predefined actions expressed during the design phase devoted to tolerate these

\(^1\) http://petals.ow2.org
exceptions. Actions implement NFP protocols. The implementation of NFP in our work is based on the notion of active policy (A-Policy) that groups (i) sets of constraints and reactive recovery actions associated to service methods (parameter values); (ii) constraints evaluated at execution time; (iii) recovery actions triggered by exceptions. These exceptions are signaled when constraints are not satisfied.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the main concepts of the AP Model that we proposed and its associated AP Language for specifying policies and associating them to target service coordinations. Section 4.3 explains the strategies adopted for executing active policies by synchronizing their execution with that of a service coordination. Section 4.4 introduces the system Violet that provides an execution environment for active policy based workflows. It describes the validation scenarios of Violet and associated results. Section 4.5 discusses the position of our contributions with respect to existing NFP protocols and approaches.

4.1 A-Policy model

Consider the following scenario. A developer wants to implement a services coordination called Status Updater that:

— Reads information about the song a user is currently listening to (e.g., song title and artist name) using the service LastFM.
— Computes the mood of the user using the history of played songs, and a custom algorithm.
— Posts song information and user mood into the user’s Facebook and Twitter accounts (e.g., the string “Sting Fields of Gold”) using the services Facebook and Twitter. Figure 4.1 illustrates a workflow implementing the Status Updater coordination by ordering calls to the operations exported by the services LastFM, Facebook, and Twitter. In the diagram, services are represented as rectangles containing the name of the operation used by the workflow. Activities are represented as rounded rectangles connected to a service operation. Order among activities (i.e., control flow) is represented as solid arrows connecting activities.

The Status Updater workflow is composed of 4 activities:

— Get Song calling the operation `getLastSong` from the service LastFM. This activity receives a user id as input and outputs the song information.
— Compute Mood represents the algorithm that computes the user mood based on the music listened by a user during some period of time. This information is saved in a log.
— Update Twitter and Update Facebook calling the operations `updateStatus` of the services Facebook and Twitter. Both activities receive as input a user id, and some text (in this case the song information), and produce no result as output.

Now let us assume that the developer wants to extend the Status Updater workflow for addressing the following non-functional requirements:

— Authentication. Due to privacy protection Twitter and Facebook implement authentication protocols that control access to user information (e.g., only authorized applications can read and/or update users information). For instance, Twitter uses a basic authentication protocol based on username and password for preventing applications of updating the user status. In contrast, Facebook uses the OAuth protocol, a protocol based on third-party authentication for the same purpose.
— Network unavailability. Due to network unreliability services can be unavailable at certain periods of time. This can cause exceptions that must be handled by the workflow (e.g., by retrying the calls to the services or by compensating the activities).
The A-Policy Model provides concepts as a collection of types for representing service coordinations with non-functional properties. In our model, a service coordination is represented as a workflow composed of an ordered set of activities, each activity in charge of implementing a call to a service operation. We use the type \textit{Activity} for representing a workflow and its components (i.e., the workflow activities and the order among them). A NFP is represented as one or several \textit{Active Policy} types, each policy instance is composed of a set of event-condition-action rules in charge of implementing an aspect of the property. The instances of active policy and activity types are considered in the model as entities that can be executed. We use the \textit{Execution Unit} type for representing them as entities that go through a series of states at runtime. When an active policy is associated to one or several execution units, its rules verify whether each unit respects the implemented non-functional property by evaluating their conditions over their execution unit state. When the property is not verified, the rules execute their actions for enforcing the property at runtime.

Figure 4.2 shows the types composing the AP Model as classes. They are grouped according to the concept they describe:

- The classes used for representing a services coordination (i.e., \textit{Activity}, \textit{Atomic Activity}, \textit{Workflow Activity} and \textit{Control Flow Activity}). The main class in this group is the class \textit{Activity}. It represents the type \textit{Activity}.
- The classes representing a non-functional property (i.e., \textit{Active Policy}, \textit{Rule}, and \textit{Event}). The main class in this group is the class \textit{Active Policy}. It represents the type \textit{Active Policy}.
- The classes used for associating non-functional properties to services coordinations (i.e., \textit{Execution Unit} and \textit{Execution State}). The main class in this group is the class \textit{Execution Unit}. It represents the type \textit{Execution Unit}.

All possible objects considered in the model can be represented as an instance of one of these types. Figure 4.3 illustrates some examples of active policy instances. Instances \( ap_1 \) and \( ap_2 \) are examples of objects belonging to the \textit{Basic policy} type (i.e., they conform to the properties, behavior and semantics described by the type). Instance \( ap_3 \) is an example of an object belonging to the type \textit{OAuth policy}. Instance \( ap_4 \) is an example of an object of type \textit{Exception Management Policy}.

Figure 4.3 also shows that the AP Model types can be specialized in subtypes. The type \textit{Active Policy} represents all policy instances that can exist in the universe, no matter what non-functional property they deal
with. In contrast, the type Authentication Policy represents policy instances that deal with authentication aspects (i.e. a specific non-functional property). When a type $T_1$ is a subtype of $T_2$ all the instances of $T_1$ are also instances of $T_2$ (i.e., an instance can belong to more than one type). For instance, since the types Basic and OAuth Policy are subtypes of the type Authentication (see figure 4.2), instances $ap_1$, $ap_2$, and $ap_3$ are also instances of the type Authentication Policy. In the same way, even if $ap_3$ and $ap_4$ belong to different types, they are examples of instances of the type Active Policy.

AP Model types are built on top of the data types shown in figure 4.4. As shown in the figure, any type in the model can be classified as an Atomic or Composite type. Atomic types represent instances that

---

**Figure 4.2: UML class diagram of the A-Policy Model**

**Figure 4.3: A-Policy Model levels of abstraction**
cannot be further divided in other values. The atomic types considered in the model are String, Number, and Boolean (see figure 4.4). The type String represents any chain of characters (e.g., "www", "James Bond", "pwd123"). The type Number represents any real or natural numbers (e.g., -1, 0, 1, 3.1416). The type Boolean represents values true and false (i.e., truth values). Composite types represent instances that are composed of other values (i.e. instances of other types). The composite types considered in the model are the types Set, N-Tuple, and Attribute. These types conform to the following rules:

— If $A_1 \ldots A_n$ are different attribute names (i.e., $A_i \ldots A_j$, $\forall i, j \in [1\ldots n]$), and $T_1 \ldots T_n$ are type names, the expression $<A_1: T_1, \ldots, A_n : T_n>$ represents a type N-Tuple. For example, the expression:

$$<\text{name: String, value: Type}>$$

represents the type Variable as a binary tuple composed of (i) a name attribute of type String representing the variable name, and (ii) a value attribute (of any type) representing the variable values type.

— If $T$ is a type name then the expression $\text{Set}<T>$ represents a typed collection where all the elements in the collections are of type $T$. For example, $\text{Set}<\text{String}>$ represents a collection containing only elements of type String.

### 4.1.1 Service Type

The AP Model is also based on the notion of service. As shown in figure 4.5, we use the type Service for representing a service as an autonomous entity that exports a collection of operations via a network.
< address: String, operations: Set <Operation> >

Its attributes are interpreted as follows:
— address represents the URL where the service can be located.
— operations represents the set of operations exported by a service, each operation represented by the type Operation.

The type Operation has the following form:
< name: String, input: Set<Variable>, output: Type >

Its attributes are interpreted as follows:
— name represents the name of the operation;
— input represents the set of variables that an operation receives;
— output represents the type of the value produced by the execution of the operation.

### 4.1.2 Activity Type

We use the type Activity\(^2\) for representing the concepts abstracting a services coordination (i.e., workflow, workflow activities, and the order relationship among the workflow activities). As shown in figure 4.6, the type Activity has the following structure:
< name: String, input: Set<Variable>, local: Set<Variable>, output: Type >

Its attributes are interpreted as follows:
— name uniquely identifies an activity type participating in a workflow;
— input contains the variables received as input of the activity;
— local contains the set of local variables used for computing the activity output;
— output represents the value produced by the execution of the activity.

Figure 4.6 also shows the activity types used for representing a services coordination:
— Workflow activity the type that represents a workflow;
— Atomic activity the type that represents a workflow activity;
— Control Flow activity the type that represents the order relationship among the workflow activities.

Since these types are subtypes of the type Activity, they all share the same structure i.e., every possible activity considered in the model (i) receives a set of variables as input (possible empty), (ii) produces a single variable as output, and (iii) have a set of local variables used internally for computing its output.

---

\(^2\) The use of activity types for representing a services coordination is not proper to our model. It was first used in the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) as a building block for expressing executable workflows.
4.1.2.1 Atomic Activity Type

The type Atomic Activity represents the logic handling a call to a service operation (see Figure 4.7). The type has the following structure:

\[
<\text{calls: Operation, operationResult: Type}>
\]

Its attributes are interpreted as follows:
— calls represents a reference to a service operation. An atomic activity can be associated (i.e., calls) to maximum one service operation.
— operationResult contains the result of a service operation call. Note that attribute can contain a value of any type.

When executed, an instance of the type Atomic Activity uses the service address, the operation name and the activity input variables for calling the service operation. Then, once the operation terminates, the activity stores the operation result in the attribute operationResult. Finally, the activity uses the operationResult value for computing the activity output.

4.1.2.2 Control Flow Activity Type

The type Control Flow Activity represents the logic implementing an order relationship among a set of activities called operands. The AP Model considers 3 types of control flow activities: Sequence, IF, and While.

— The activity type Sequence represents the logic implementing a sequential execution. For instance, let us assume that Sequence \((A, B)\) represents an activity of type sequence that relates activities of types \(A\) and \(B\). Now assume that \(seq (a_1, b_1)\) represents an instance of Sequence \((A, B)\) where \(a_1\) and \(b_1\) are instances of \(A\) and \(B\), respectively. This relationship implies that, when executed, instance seq will execute \(a_1\) until completion before executing \(b_1\). More formally, if \(a_1.ends\) is an integer representing the time when \(a_1\) ends its execution, and \(b_1.starts\) is an integer representing the time when \(b_1\) starts its execution, instance seq will respect the relationship \(a_1.ends < b_1.starts\) at runtime.

As an example consider the activities Get Song and Compute Mood of the Status Updater scenario. According to the scenario these activities have to be executed in sequence. The activities Get Song
and Compute Mood are represented as Atomic Activity types. When executed, an instance of the type Sequence will execute first an instance of the type Get Song (i.e., the lefside operand) and then, an instance of the type Compute Mood (i.e., the rightside operand).

The Activity type IF represents the logic implementing a conditional execution. For instance, let us assume that IF \((\theta, A, B)\) represents activities of type IF that relate condition expression \(\theta\) and activity types \(A\) and \(B\). Now assume that if \((\theta_1, a_1, b_1)\) represents an instance of IF \((\theta, A, B)\) where \(\theta_1, a_1\) and \(b_1\) are instances of String, \(A\) and \(B\) (respectively). This relationship implies that, when executed, instance if will execute \(a_1\) if and only if \(\theta_1\) is evaluated to true. Otherwise instance if will execute \(b_1\).

As an example consider an extended version of the Status Updater scenario where the songs listened by a user can be retrieved from two different services: the services LastFM and Deezer. Also consider that the Status Updater coordination decides which service to call by evaluating the condition "useLastFM == true". The Activity type IF can be used for implementing this decision by relating the activity types Get Song From LastFM and Get Song From Deezer. When executed, an instance of the type IF will evaluate whether the value associated to useLastFM variable is true. In that case it will execute an instance of the activity Get Song From LastFM (i.e., the true operand). Otherwise it will execute an instance of the activity Get Song From Deezer (i.e., the false operand).

The Activity type While represents the logic implementing an iterative execution. For instance, let us assume that While \((\theta, A)\) represents a while activity that relates condition expression \(\theta\) and activity type \(A\). Now assume that while \((\theta_1, a_1)\) represents an instance of While \((\theta, A)\) where \(\theta_1\) and \(a_1\) are instances of String and \(A\), respectively. The relationship while \((\theta_1, a_1)\) implies that, when executed, an instance while will execute \(a_1\) if and only if \(\theta_1\) is evaluated to true. Otherwise it will execute nothing. If \(\theta_1\) is evaluated to true, the instance "while" will re-instantiate the activity type \(A\) for preparing a new iteration. This implies obtaining the instance represented by the expression while \((\theta_1, a_2)\), and then it will re-evaluate \(\theta_1\) for deciding whether \(a_2\) has to be executed or not. Note that an instance of the Activity type While may interact with multiple instances of other activity types at runtime. For instance, in the example While \((\theta, A)\), an instance while can interact with \(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\) where \(a_i\) represents the \(i_{th}\) iteration.

As an example consider the activity Get Song of the Status Updater scenario. Recall that this activity is represented using the Atomic Activity type Get Song and, that it has to be executed several times for obtaining the last song played by a user. The Activity type While can be used for implementing the required iterative behavior over the activity Get Song. As shown in the figure, the expression "isUserListeningMusic() == true" is used for deciding whether a new iteration has to be executed (i.e., the condition). If the user is listening to music, an instance of the while activity will evaluate this expression to true, and then it will execute an instance of the activity type Get Song (i.e. the do operand). Otherwise the activity instance "while" will complete its execution.

### 4.1.2.3 Workflow Activity Type

The type Workflow Activity represents the logic implementing a services coordination as an ordered set of activities. The type Workflow Activity has the following structure:

\[
<\text{controlFlow}:\text{ControlFlowActivity}>\]

Besides having a name, an input, an output, and local variables (inherited from the type Activity), an Activity type Workflow has a controlFlow that represents the order in which the activities composing a workflow have to be executed.
For instance, figure 4.8 shows the Activity type Workflow representing the Status Updater services coordination. As shown in the figure, the Activity Workflow type Status Updater receives a userID as input, produces no output, and defines a local variable called songInfo. The figure also shows the Activity type Control Flow representing the control flow. Note that we represent it as an activity tree where:

- The leaf nodes represent the Atomic Activity types composing the workflow (i.e., activities Get Song, Compute Mood, Update Facebook, and Update Twitter).
- The internal nodes represent the Control Flow Activity types representing the order among activities (e.g., the fact that the activity Get Song must be executed before the activity Compute Mood).
- The root node represents the Activity type Control Flow containing a workflow implementation (e.g., the activity While containing the logic that specifies what to do for each song listened by a user).

4.1.3 Execution Unit Type

We use the type Execution Unit for representing an entity that goes through a series of states at runtime and notifies its progression to the execution environment by producing events. As shown in figure 4.9, the type Execution Unit has the following structure:

\[
< \text{states}: \text{Set}<\text{State}>, \text{notifies}: \text{Event} >
\]

Its attributes are described as follows:

- **states** represents the set of ordered states through which goes an execution unit when executed (e.g., an activity instance goes first to the initial state and later it arrives to the final state). We use the type State for representing execution unit states.
- **notifies** represents the type of events produced by an execution unit (e.g., the execution of an
activity produces instances of type `ActivityEvent`). We use the type `Event` for representing events. The AP Model classifies execution units into activities, active policies, and policy rules. This implies that the behavior of instances of the types `Activity`, `Active Policy` and `Rule` can be described as a series of states and transitions among the states. This will be further described in the next section that addresses the execution of active policies.

The type `State` represents a momentum during the execution of an execution unit. This type has the following form:

\[
< \text{timestamp}: \text{Number}, \text{values}: \text{Set}<\text{Variable}> >
\]

Its attributes are described as follows:
- `timestamp` represents the time associated to a state.
- `values` represents the set of values that contained in the variables of an execution unit at time `timestamp`.

The type `Event` represents a happening of interest produced during the execution of an execution unit. For instance, an activity has started or ended its execution. The type `Event` has the following structure:

\[
< \text{timeStamp}: \text{Number}, \text{producerID}: \text{Number}, \text{delta}: \text{Set}<\text{Variable}> >
\]

Its attributes are described as follows:
- `timeStamp` represents the time at which an event was produced.
- `producerID` represents a string uniquely identifying the execution unit producing an event. We assume that this identifier is assigned by the system at the moment of instantiating a type.
- `delta` contains information about the conditions in which an event is produced (i.e., the state of the execution unit producing the event). We represent the `delta` as a set of pairs of the form `variable = value`.

In the AP Model we assume that an execution unit produces an event every time it enters a state (e.g., when an activity is initialized, it produces an event instance of type `ActivityInitialized`). Thus, in order to describe the behavior of all the AP Model execution units, we have specialized the type `Event` into several subtypes (see figure 4.10):

---

3. The representation of time can be of different granularities (e.g., hour, day, minute, etc.). We consider that this granularity is determined by the system executing the workflows. We also consider that, independently of its representation, time can be transformed into a positive integer (i.e., a number \( i \in [0, \infty) \)).
— Activity Life Cycle Event types. They represent the events describing the lifecycle of every activity instance. For instance, the activity has been initialized, completed or failed.

— Atomic Activity Event types. They represent the events produced by an atomic activity instance during a service operation call. For instance, the activity is prepared for invoking the operation or the operation has been invoked.

— Control Flow Activity Event types. They represent the events produced during the execution of control flow activity instances. For instance, an activity of type IF has evaluated its associated condition or a sequence activity has executed one of its operands.

— Active Policy Event types. They represent the events describing the lifecycle of an active policy instance. For instance, a policy has been (de)activated or completed.

— Rule Event types. They represent the events describing the lifecycle of a rule instance. For instance, a rule has been triggered or its action has been executed.

![Event types UML class diagram](image)

**Figure 4.10: Event types UML class diagram**

### 4.1.4 A-Policy Type

We use the type *Active Policy* for representing the logic implementing a non-functional property. The type *Active Policy* (see figure 4.11) has the following structure:

\[
\langle \text{rules: Set<Rule>}, \text{scope: Set<ExecutionUnit>}, \text{variables: Set<Variable>} \rangle
\]

Its attributes are described as follows:

— *rules* represent a non-empty set of event-condition-action (ECA) rules that verify and enforce a non-functional property at runtime. We use the type *Rule* for representing ECA rules.

— *scope* represents the association of an active policy with one or several workflow execution units. When an execution unit *eu* is associated to a policy *ap* it is said that *eu* belongs to the scope of *ap* or that "*ap* applies to *eu".

— *variables* represent the set of local *variables* composing an active policy, and which are accessible to the policy rules (i.e., *rules* can read, and modify variables values).
The type **Rule** represents an ECA rule with the classical semantics: "on the notification of an event of type E, if a condition C is verified, execute an action A". The Rule type has the following structure:

```
< event: Event, condition: Condition, action: Activity >
```

Its attributes are described as follows:

- **event** represents a significant happening occurring during the execution of an execution unit at time $t$.
- **condition** represents a boolean predicate that is evaluated over the state of a policy (i.e., the values of the policy variables and the state of the scope execution units).
- **action** represents an activity that can (i) act on the execution of a workflow (e.g., stop, resume, update), (ii) signal an event, and (iii) activate (deactivate) the rules of a policy.

Active policy rules are related to each other using the notion of priority. At execution time, priorities are used for scheduling the execution of rules that are triggered at the same time (i.e., triggered by the same event instance). We consider two kinds of priorities:

- **Priorities among rules.** They specify the execution order among the rules of a same policy. For instance, if $r_1$ and $r_2$ are rules belonging to policy $ap$, and $r_1$ has lower priority than $r_2$, when both rules are triggered $r_1$ has to be executed before $r_2$.
- **Priorities among policies.** They specify the execution order among the rules belonging to different policies. For instance, if $r_x$ and $r_{x+1}$ are rules belonging to policy $ap_x$, $r_y$ is a rule belonging to policy $ap_y$ and $ap_x$ has lower priority than $ap_y$, then rules $r_x$ and $r_{x+1}$ have to be executed before $r_y$ when triggered at the same time.

### 4.2 AP Language

We propose the AP Language, for defining active policy types, an extension to the C$\#$ language with constructors for (i) defining Active Policy types, and (ii) associating these types to a Workflow. Since the AP Language is based on the C$\#$ language, defining a type implies defining a class (i.e., use of the class keyword, and definition of the variables and methods composing the class): (i) use the policy keyword for declaring a policy type (a class), (ii) specify the rules composing the policy, and (iii) specify the scope of the policy. Figure 4.12 illustrates the informal definition of the grammar of the AP Language.
An active policy type defined using the AP Language specializes the types of the AP Model. A new active policy type can represent concrete non-functional properties (e.g., security, exception handling, atomicity, persistence, etc.). The following sections illustrate how to define new Authentication Active Policy types using the AP language for dealing with the authentication requirements of the Status Updater coordination (i.e., the implementation of the OAuth and Basic authentication protocols).

4.2.1 Defining A-policies

An authentication A-Policy represents the situation where an invocation in an activity occurs until its sender and/or its recipient have been identified. Typically, authentication A-Policies ensure that the invocation of the activity will be done within an authentication protocol.

In the AP approach these non-functional requirements are addressed by defining A-Policy types and by associating these types to a target workflow. For example, a developer can define an Authentication A-Policy type for addressing the authentication requirements of workflows. Then, as shown in figure 4.3 the developer can specialize this type for defining the policy types HTTP and OAuth protocols. These new types can be associated to the activities Update Twitter and Update Facebook of the Status Updater workflow. These policy types will be used for adding the HTTP and OAuth protocols (respectively) required by each service associated to the workflow activities.

Specialized classes OAuth Policy and HTTPAuth Policy are then used for specifying concrete policies, and associating them to one or several activities of a services’ coordination.

4.2.2 OAuth A-Policy

Open authentication (OAuth) allows a user to grant a third-party Web site or application access to its resources, without necessarily revealing their credentials, or even their identity. For example, the Twitter site that supports OAuth would allow its users to use a third-party authentication token provider to access a user account, without gaining full control of the user account. OAuth consists of a (i) mechanism for a user to authorize issuance of credentials which a third party can use to access resources on their behalf; and a (ii) mechanism for using the issued credential to authenticate HTTP requests (called “signatures” in current OAuth).

Figure 4.13 shows an implementation of the policy type OAuth using the AP Language. As you can see, the type OAuth policy is a kind of Authentication policy type that defines:

- An activity getToken that implements the logic for (i) retrieving the access token, and (ii) setting this value into the execution unit (i.e., the activity).

- Activity renewToken that implements the logic for renewing the access token.
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```plaintext
policy class OAuth [ Activity activity ] : Authentication {
    Token token;

    rule TokenRetrieval
    on ActivityPrepared
    if event.producedBy (activity) && token == null
    do token = getToken()

    rule TokenRenewal
    on ActivityPrepared
    if event.producedBy (activity) && token != null && token.isExpired
    do token = RenewToken()
}
```

---

Figure 4.13: OAuth A-Policy definition

---

- Variable **token** used for containing the access token.
- Rule **tokenretrieval** stating that, if the activity in the policy scope is prepared for execution, and the token variable does not contain a value (i.e. the variable is null), the variable **token** will take the value retrieved by the activity **getToken**.
- Rule **tokenrenewal** stating that, if the activity in the policy scope is prepared for execution, and the token variable has expired, the variable token will take the value retrieved by the activity **renewToken**.

Note that the policy type imports the types defined in the namespace OAuth. The type **Token** belongs to this namespace.

**4.2.3 HTTP-Auth A-Policy**

```plaintext
policy class BasicAuth [ Activity activity ] : Authentication {
    String username, password;

    rule R1
    on ActivityPrepared
    if event.producedBy (activity)
    do {
        activity.Request.Username = username;
        activity.Request.Password = password;
    }
}
```

---

Figure 4.14: HTTP-Auth A-Policy definition

---

In the context of an HTTP transaction, the basic authenticated access is a method designed to allow a Web browser, or other client program, to provide credentials - in the form of a user name and password - when making a request. Before transmission, the user name is appended with a colon and concatenated with the password. The resulting string is encoded with the Base64 algorithm. For example, given the user name 'Jane Doe' and password 'abc123', the string 'Aladdin:open sesame' is Base64 encoded, resulting in 'QWxhZGRpbjpcGVisHNlc2FtZQA='. The Base64-encoded string is transmitted and decoded by the receiver, resulting in the colon-separated user name and password string.

Figure 4.14 gives the HTTP-Auth A-Policy type defined for implementing the HTTP-Auth protocol. This
type represents a policy that implements a basic authentication protocol based on a user username and password (e.g., the one used by HTTP protocol). As shown in the figure, the policy type (i) is composed of one rule and two variables, and (ii) can be associated to an activity of any type. The variables denote the values for username and password. The rule implements the authentication protocol by using the variables. Assuming that the policy is associated to an activity type, the policy works as follows:

- When the policy is instantiated the values for username and username are passed to the policy instance. Then the policy waits for the notification of triggering events (i.e., events of type ActivityPrepared).
- During its execution the activity will get prepared before calling its associated service operation. This causes the notification of an event of type ActivityPrepared that triggers rule r₁.
- When r₁ is triggered, the rule uses the values in variables username and password for configuring the variable activity request. Since rule r₁ is marked as sync, the rule is executed synchronously with respect to the activity i.e., r₁ first pauses the execution of the activity, then r₁ configures the variable activity request, and finally r₁ resumes the activity execution.
- During execution the activity uses (internally) this request variable for calling the service operation. Since the variable now contains the user username and password, the operation call can be identified by the service as an authorized call.

### 4.2.4 Associating policies to a services’ coordination

![Figure 4.15: Association of a BasicAuth policy type to the Status Updater workflow](image)

Figure 4.15 illustrates the use of the AP Language for associating the policy type HttpAuth to the Status Updater workflow. In the example the scope of the policy type is associated to activity N5, which represents the activity Update Twitter. Notice that the values "jane.doe" and "abc.123" are passed to the username and password policy variables, respectively.

In order to illustrate the use of the authentication policy types in the Status Updater scenario, Figure 4.16 shows once again the expression tree of the Status Updater workflow. However, this time the nodes of the tree are annotated with unique identifiers.

### 4.3 A-Policy execution

At execution time, policies can execute some code before and after the execution of an activity in order to implement an authentication protocol. This can be equivalent to adding activities to the Status Updater workflow before and after the activities Update Twitter and Update Facebook of the workflow. Yet, thanks to policies the authentication issues are maintained separated to the workflow. Indeed, in the AP approach A-Policy types are defined independently of concrete workflows. Thus, it is possible to keep separated the logic implementing a service coordination from the implementation of its non-functional requirements, simplifying the maintenance process. For example, if one of the services changes its authentication protocol,
the change remains transparent to the coordination because the A-Policy can be modified without touching the coordination implementation.

This Section describes how active policy-based workflows behave at runtime (i.e., how instances of the types Active Policy, Rule, and Action interact among each other for adding NFPs to a services coordination implemented as a Workflow). In particular this section describes (i) how events produced by execution units (i.e., active policies and activities) trigger active policy rules, and (ii) how action workflows (i.e., the action part of policy rules) interact with coordination workflows for enforcing NFP at runtime.

The evaluation process of a policy is presented in the UML state machine diagram of figure 4.17. As shown in the figure, a policy is deactivated until the notification of the beginning of the scope (scope started) associated to the policy, causing the policy to be activated, and the transition to the triggerable state. This state represents the fact that the rules belonging to the policy can be triggered. If one rule (or several) is triggered, the policy enters the triggered state where the triggered rules are executed before entering the triggerable state again. If more than one rule is triggered, the rules execution is scheduled during this state. A policy leaves the activated state when the execution of the scope terminates and an event scope ended is notified.

For instance for an instance of the type O-Auth A-Policy, an event e_a of type ActivityPrepared will trigger both of its rules. Triggered rules are ordered according to their priorities, then they are selected and executed, i.e., their condition is evaluated, and their action executed. In our example, rules are not explicitly ordered because they are commutative. In this case, the manager considers the definition order. Thus, R_1 > R_2 meaning that the manager will test first whether there is an existing token, and if not, then it will obtain one (R_1), otherwise the current one will be renewed (R_2). Once all triggered rules have been processed the policy returns to its triggerable state.

### 4.3.1 Executing one rule

Figure 4.18 presents the UML state machine diagram of a rule execution. It shows: i) when to execute a rule with respect to the notification of events, and (ii) how to synchronize its execution with the execution of the scope of its associated policy.

Events are considered as triggering events during their validity time interval (the execution of the scope
of the policy, i.e., an activity, a subworkflow, or of the whole coordination). In our example, the validity time interval of events is the execution of the activity that produces them, meaning from the moment in which the execution of the activity is in its prepared state, and it reaches its terminated state. For example, the event $e_a$ of type $ActivityPrepared$ produced within the execution of an activity of type $UpdateTwitter$, triggers the rules $R_1$ and $R_2$ of the policy $Twitter \ HTTP\Auth$. The event $e_a$ is only valid while the activity is executed.

Event consumption policies specify how to handle an event that has triggered a rule. An event can be taken into account either for one execution of a rule or for several executions after its notification until the end of its validity time interval. For instance, suppose that the service Twitter is not available during the execution of the activity $UpdateTwitter$. The call can be re-executed instead of signaling an exception. In order to do that, the policy implementing the authentication protocol, must be triggered again. But the activity $UpdateTwitter$ will not go back to its preparation state. Thus, the event $e_a$ will be consumed again, and it will be valid because the execution of the activity is not terminated.

The rule’s execution starts either immediately after the notification of its triggering event or it can be deferred, for example to the end of the execution of an activity, a subworkflow or the whole coordination. For example, the rules of the authentication policies of our example are executed immediately in order to authenticate the user before calling the service method for reading/writing her status. Clearly, coupling aspects requires that the policy manager has both sufficient access to the execution status of the execution of the coordination, and influence to abort, block, and restart it according to rule behavior properties.

Finally, several rules can be triggered by the same event (see Figure 4.19). When this situation comes up, one has to determine when and how these rules have to be executed. This is done by building an execution plan based on execution strategies specified according to different criteria. In general, criteria combine sequential and parallel execution based upon rule, and policies dependencies. Sequential execution is achieved using rule ordering strategies that consider rule priorities, triggering, and definition order, and execution cycles.
Figure 4.19: UML state diagram of the execution of several rules

The diagram of Figure 4.20 illustrates the general process used for scheduling the execution of several rules. The diagram is interpreted as follows: at certain point in time no rules are triggered (see state S0). Then, once an event is notified, the scheduling process determines (i) whether the event activates/deactivates a policy, and thus, the rules of the policy (see AP* Management state), and (ii) whether the event is a triggering event of one or more of the activated rules (see R* Triggering state). If the event triggered more than one rule, the rules are ordered based on some criteria (see R* Ordering state). After that, the process executes each of the rule actions one following the established order (A* Dispatching). In this work, we consider that triggered rules can be ordered according to the following criteria:

- Priorities. Rules are ordered based on the priorities specified when defining the policies (i.e., using the priorities among rules, and the priorities among policies).
- FIFO. Rules are ordered according to the order in which they were triggered.
- Parallel. Rules can be executed simultaneously (i.e., there is no order dependency among the execution of the rules).
- Mixed. Rules are ordered using Priorities/FIFO/Parallel criteria (e.g., rules can be ordered first by priorities and then, all the rules having the same priority can be executed in parallel).

Note that it is also possible that the execution of a rule triggers a second rule, which in turns triggers a third rule, and so on (i.e., the execution of the action workflow associated to a rule may produce a cascade of triggering events). In this scenario the scheduling process determines the order among the rules based on the following strategies:

- Depth-first execution. Prioritizes the execution of newly triggered rules.
- Execution cycles. Prioritizes the execution of rules based on the cycle where they were triggered.

As an example consider the triggering event tree shown in figure 4.20. The figure is interpreted as follows: e_1 represents an event that triggers rules R_1 and R_2: e_2 represents an event produced by R_1 that triggers rules R_1a, and R_2b; e_4 represents an event produced by R_2 that triggers rule R_2a. When the scheduler process follows the depth-first strategy, the scheduler dispatches the rules as follows:

R_1 \rightarrow R_{1a} \rightarrow R_{2b} \rightarrow R_2 \rightarrow R_{2a}

In contrast, when the scheduler follows the execution cycle strategy, the scheduler dispatches the rules as follows:

R_1 \rightarrow R_2 (cycle 1) \rightarrow R_{1b} \rightarrow R_{4a} \rightarrow R_{1b} \rightarrow R_{2a} (cycle 2)

4.3.3 Executing Actions for Reinforcing non-functional properties

In order to ensure a NFP using active policies, we have to determine what kind of relationship exists between (i) the memory space of a workflow implementing a services coordination, and (ii) the operations
executed by the action implementing a NFP \(^4\) (i.e., whether they read and/or write the workflow memory space). From a general point of view a workflow can be seen as a process that executes read/write operations (i.e., activities) into a memory space. For example, figure 4.21 illustrates a workflow that operates on its own memory space (i.e., activities A, B, and C read/write workflow variables \(v_1\), \(v_2\), and \(v_3\)).

![Variable values](image-url)

**Figure 4.21:** Workflow operating over its own memory space

In this work we consider that workflows can operate over two kinds of memory spaces: (i) the space composed of the set of variables belonging to a workflow, and (ii) the space composed of the data structures representing the activities of a workflow, and their order relationship (i.e., the workflow activity tree). We identify 3 kinds of relationship among workflows and a rule action: non-intrusive, memory intrusive, and control-flow and memory intrusive.

### 4.3.3.1 Non-intrusive relationship

In the non-intrusive relationship between a FR workflow (i.e., a functional requirement workflow that implements an application logic) and an NFR workflow (i.e., the one that implements a rule action), and action workflow only reads the variables of a workflow for implementing a non-functional property. In the Status Updater workflow, assume that the activity **Update Facebook** has an associated state management.

---

\(^4\) In our approach an action is implemented by a workflow.
NFP for logging its state in a log (see figure 4.22). The activity starts its execution: it receives the value "xyz" associated to the variable newStatus, and assigns the value "abc" to the variable oldStatus. The Logging NFP workflow starts its execution reading these values from the execution state of the activity Update Facebook, and stores them in the log. Meanwhile, the activity Update Facebook continues its execution.

![Non intrusive relationship example](image)

**Figure 4.22: Non intrusive relationship example**

### 4.3.3.2 Memory intrusive relationship

In the memory intrusive relationship the FR workflow shares its execution state with the NFR workflow that reads and writes on it when executed. The NFR workflow, instead, does not share its execution state with the workflow. The synchronization of both workflows is done giving access the their respective execution state. In the Status Updater example (see figure 4.23), the activity Update Facebook has an associated authentication NFP, where the activity first sends a new request. Then, it prepares an URI with the variable newStatus as output parameter. Before executing the request, the Authentication workflow that implements the Open Authentication Protocol, reads the user login and the password from the execution state of the activity Update Facebook shared with the workflow Authentication. Then, it produces a token stored in the variable newStatus of the state of the activity Update Facebook. The activity Update Facebook can call the service Facebook requesting a status update.

![Memory intrusive relationship example](image)

**Figure 4.23: Memory intrusive relationship example**
4.3.3.3 Control flow and memory intrusive relationship

In the control flow and memory intrusive relationship the workflows FR and NFR are synchronized by sharing their execution states in shared memory spaces, and by eventually modifying the NFR control flow. Both workflows read and write on the shared memory spaces.

For example, assume now that the service Facebook updates its authentication protocol, and implements now an HTTP protocol, where a login and password are required (see figure 4.24). The Updater Status FR and NFR workflows are now synchronized as follows. The activity **Update Facebook** of the FR workflow starts creating a new request, then, provides an URI with the variable status. Doing this the control flow is now deviated for executing the authentication protocol by the workflow Authentication. It executes the activity **user** that requests the user login (e.g., variable **username** with value "john doe"), written on the execution state, and then the activity **pwd** for requesting the password that is also written on the execution state. Once executed, the control of the activity **Update Facebook** is resumed, and it executes the last activity **send**.

Adding exception handling to the Status Updater workflow is also an example of memory and control flow intrusive NFP, where the execution of the FR workflow must be observed. Then, the NFP must modify the control flow for catching the exception produced, and updating the control flow for recovering from the exception: signaling the exception, reexecuting the activity that produced the exception, rolling back the execution to a state previous to the production of the exception.

4.4 VIOLET: an Active Policy Based Workflow Engine

In order to execute active policy based workflows (i.e., workflow with associated active policies) we designed and implemented Violet, an active policy based workflow engine. The diagram of figure 4.25 shows Violet general architecture composed of 3 components:

- Workflow Engine for executing workflow instances and controlling their execution.
- Active Policy Engine for managing and executing active policy and rule instances.
- Event Service for monitoring and notifying the events produced by workflow and active policy instances.
Note that **Violet** has an external component called **Definition Tool**. This component is responsible of (i) receiving workflows and active policy definitions, and (ii) parsing them for generating the corresponding intermediate representations used by the **Workflow Engine** and **Active Policy Engine**. Also note that the **Workflow Engine** and **Active Policy Engine** components are the main components of **Violet** since they are responsible of executing the AP Model execution units. The following lines describe the architecture of these components.

4.4.1 **Workflow Engine**

The **Workflow Engine** is composed of three main components (see Figure 4.26):

- Manager for controlling the lifecycle of workflow instances (e.g., it can pause and resume a workflow and/or its associated activities). The Manager is also responsible of controlling the execution of the Scheduler and Tracker components (e.g., it can interrupt their execution).
- Scheduler for executing workflows activity instances in the appropriate order. In particular, the Manager decides when to prepare workflow atomic activities, and when to call their associated services operations.
- Tracker for monitoring the execution of workflow and activity instances (e.g., when a workflow produces an event the Tracker detects the event and then, it forwards the event to the Event Service).

In this work we consider that any existing Workflow Engine respecting the architecture described above (the components and the interfaces) can interact with the Active Policy Engine of **Violet** as long as it complies with the following characteristics:

- Preemption right that enables the interruption of the execution a workflow instance at different points in time. Thus, it is possible to synchronize the execution of an active policy (and its rules) with the execution of the workflow activity instances.
- Activity atomic execution (i.e., the activity either commits or fails).
- Mutable state so that the execution state of the workflow can be modified arbitrarily. This is necessary
because after the execution of some rule actions the workflow execution state may change (e.g., when an activity is successfully retried with different input values).

### 4.4.2 Active Policy Engine

As shown in the diagram of figure 4.27, the Active Policy Engine is composed of three main components:

— **Manager**: Responsible of creating active policy instances, and managing their lifecycle (e.g., it activate and deactivate the policies).

— **Scheduler**: for processing event notifications for determining (i) whether a policy rule has to be triggered, and (ii) the order of execution among the triggered rules. This component is also responsible of synchronizing the execution of a rule with the execution of the entity producing the event (e.g., if a workflow produced an event that triggered a rule, the Scheduler uses the WorkflowExecutionManagement interface for pausing the workflow execution, and resuming it after the rule completes).

— **Action Engine**: which is a Workflow engine for executing the action of a policy rule (i.e., it executes the workflow implementing a rule action).

Note that the Active Policy Engine offers several interfaces. The following list enumerates the most important ones:

— **Manager Interface**: Offers operations for controlling the Active Policy Engine. In particular, this interface is used for controlling the Manager (e.g., using this interface it is possible to deactivate all the policies associated to a workflow).

— **E-Notification Interface**: Offers operations for notifying the events produced by active policies, policy rules and workflow action instances to the Event Service component.

— **Monitoring Interface**: Offers operations for receiving the events coming from the Event Service. These events are then sent to the Scheduler for processing.

In order to execute active policies the Active Policy Engine considers the following aspects:

— When to evaluate the rule conditions with respect to the notification of an event.

— How policies triggered at the same time are ordered.
Figure 4.27: Active Policy Engine Architecture

Based on these aspects the Active Policy Engine works as follows: given a workflow implementing a services coordination and a set of active policies representing a non-functional property, the Active Policy Engine generates the code for evaluating every policy as well as the synchronization interface that interacts with the Workflow Engine. The code generation process is done by a policy compiler, which validates whether type declarations and policy expressions are well formed. The compiler also implements the transformation rules of AP Language expressions into AP Model types. The Active Policy Engine imports these types, and implements evaluation strategies for executing the policies. Then it uses the Event types defined in the policy types for constructing the Monitoring and E-Notification interfaces since event detection and event notification are specified on these interfaces.

Active policies express non-functional properties that must be evaluated at execution time, and within the execution of a workflow. We represent the execution of a workflow by a plan consisting of a set of execution units (i.e. activities and policies), and an order function. This plan is generated and used by the Scheduler when policies are triggered. The evaluation of a policy is done within two processes: events detection and execution strategies.

Events detection is used to observe the execution of an active policy based workflow and, to detect, notify and, store the events produced by this execution in a log. The log stores ordered instances of events produced during the execution of a workflow. The log also represents the execution state of a workflow, and is used to decide how to evaluate policies.

While a workflow is being executed, the Scheduler consumes the events that can trigger the policies associated to the workflow. Using the properties specified in these policies, the Scheduler uses the execution strategies for filtering the events and deciding which policies are triggered. Recovery actions are seen as activities that must be inserted into the execution of a workflow.

The evaluation of policies within the execution of a workflow introduces a best effort execution strategy. Indeed, the active policy evaluation is a process executed before the execution of the activities of a workflow, and can lead to the cancellation, re-execution or compensation of an activity. If for any reason an event
representing an exception is detected, the set of recovery actions will be triggered to treat the exception.

4.4.3 Experimental validation

Our results were experimentally validated in use cases where services coordinations are used for querying (project Optimacs), processing and mashing up data (projects E-Cloudss and Clever). Our experiment focused on a web application where the operations were executed ensuring fault tolerance (exception handling and recovery properties that lead to atomicity models), and security properties. We developed a second scenario focusing on data processing ensured by coordinating services. The objective was to focus on QoS properties to be ensured to data collections produced by services, and processed through workflows. For example ensuring their freshness and their validity. We showed how to use policies for ensuring these properties.

In both use cases we validated the use of Active Policy types related to fault tolerance, authentication, adaptability, and QoS properties associated to the data they process (freshness, validity, durability). In our experience, using the AP Model and its associated language for specifying AP types that implement an NFP can be easy as long as the programmer knows the protocol to express: (i) the events that must be observed for triggering an AP, (ii) the conditions to be verified in the execution state of the coordination, and (iii) the recovery actions to enforce the NFP. Policies provide independence of application logic and NFP, and this eases the maintenance of the service coordination. This is important because services can change their interfaces and their requirements (e.g., they can change the authentication protocol used for executing operations). Having AP modularizes these aspects, and help to maintain a service coordination only by associating new policies to it.

In order to provide guidelines for defining Active Policy Types, we proposed $\pi$-SODM [4], an MDD based methodology for building service compositions with non-functional requirements. $\pi$-SODM provides concepts for modelling NFP at the early stages of the development. $\pi$-SODM provides a conceptual structure to: first, capture the system requirements, and specification in high-level abstraction models (computation independent models, CIMs); next, starting from such models build platform independent models (PIMs) specifying the system details; next transform such models into platform specific models (PSMs) that bundles the specification of the system with the details of the targeted platform; and finally, serialize such model into the working-code that implements the system.

4.5 Discussion

Current standards in service composition implement functional, non-functional constraints and communication aspects by combining different languages and protocols. WSDL and SOAP among others are languages used respectively for describing services interfaces and message exchange protocols for calling methods exported by such services. For adding a transactional behaviour to a services coordination it is necessary to implement WS-Coordination, WS-Transaction, WS-BusinessActivity and WS-AtomicTransaction. The selection of the adequate protocols for adding a specific non-functional constraints to a service coordination (e.g., security, transactional behaviour, and adaptability) is responsibility of a programmer. As a consequence, the development of an application based on a services coordination is a complex and a time-consuming process. This is opposed to the philosophy of services that aims at facilitating the integration of distributed applications. Other works, like [FDDB05], introduce a model for transactional services compo-
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sition based on an advanced transactional model. [BGP05] proposes an approach that consists of a set of algorithms and rules to assist designers to compose transactional services. In [VV04] the model introduced in [SABS02] is extended to web services for addressing atomicity.

As WS-* and similar approaches, our work enables the specification and programing of crosscutting aspects (i.e., atomicity, security, exception handling, persistence). In contrast to these approaches, our work specifies policies for a services coordination in an orthogonal way. Besides, these approaches suppose that NFPs are implemented according to the knowledge that a programmer has of a specific application requirements but they are not derived in a methodological way, leading to ad-hoc solutions that can be difficult to reuse. In our approach, once defined A-Policies for a given application they can be reused and/or specialized for another one with the same requirements or that uses services that impose the same constraints.

Therefore, in contrast to these approaches, our work is inspired by the philosophy of separation of concerns adopted in the construction of middleware for (i) specifying non functional aspects to a service coordination in an orthogonal way and, (ii) generating mechanisms for ensuring these properties at service coordination execution time.

Main contributions

Our research addressed challenges concerning the description and discovery of services, and their coordination for building data querying systems. We proposed approaches guided by semantics for discovering services by using formal approaches and logic programming methods, particularly in the PhD. work of Han Tan in 2009, and the master project of Gabriela Montiel-Moreno in 2008-2009. Our objective with these works was to understand the role of the services discovery process in the service based query evaluation process. Service discovery and matching were no longer in the centre of our scientific research and we mainly focussed on NFP for service compositions.

We proposed models and systems for representing non-functional properties of service coordinations and strategies for dynamically reinforcing them:

— We proposed a workflow engine based on Abstract State Machines (ASM) [21] in the context of the WebContent project. This engine served as the basis for the development of a service based query evaluation system as shown in the previous chapter.


— We implemented the prototype ROSE and Violet for adding atomicity properties to service coordinations. They interact with an existing workflow engine that exports methods for stopping, resuming, and rolling back the execution of a service coordination.

— We proposed an approach and associated system MEOBI [10] for controlling the authentication, non-repudiation, and message ciphering of service coordinations.

— We proposed alternative solutions for adding non functional properties to Web applications using AOP methods. We proposed MexADL for managing systems’ maintainability (a non-functional aspect) in the master project of Juan Carlos Castrejón (http://code.google.com/p/mexadl/).

Projects

— ECOS-ANUIES ORCHESTRA(http://orchestra.imag.fr)
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— WebContent (http://www.webcontent.fr)
— e-CLOUDSS (http://e-cloudss.imag.fr)
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**Open source licenced prototypes**

In the information era users have to make decisions and generate knowledge by manipulating huge datasets. Organizations invest energy and time collecting, curating, and organizing data of different provenances and qualities. Curated datasets often remain private, and they are not always shared and published due to legal and economic reasons.

For example, in social networks like Facebook’s timeline, people spend time organizing their important events on time, by defining sorts of checkpoints, tagging photos and other content. Then, other organizations access these datasets and exploit this information to their benefit. Data “owners” do not have any return of investment (ROI), and there is no explicit official “ownership”, owners pass their rights to social networks. There is no clear business model (and contract) between data producers (e.g. Facebook users) and data holders (e.g. Facebook as a company).

Consider instead a scenario where data tagged with comments on consumers experiences and opinions about their quality and usefulness are exported as a data market with an associated cost model. For example, the cost model can specify a price according to:

1. the number of free accesses that can be executed on them;
2. a poker like “pay to see” model where the market exposes its catalogue but shares data of different qualities according to specific fees or memberships;
3. a cost per recurrent access to be executed on RSS depending on a data/loss rate;
4. the costs depending on whether the results are made persistent or not, open or not, continuously available or not.

Research on data processing and brokering are promising given the explosion of big datasets produced by different means and the requirements to consume them to have the right information, at the right place, at the right moment, with the right cost.
We consider that there are three main aspects to be considered for addressing this challenge. First, dealing with intensive big data management (collect, discover, and process big datasets according to available computing and storage resources). Second, making it possible to measure the implied execution cost (access data at the right moment) provided that several execution units are required for processing big data sets even if the operation is not computationally complex and economically costly (the right cost). Third, determining how to store big datasets provided that they require disk parks, and that they have to be available (at the right moment and place) and consistent (the right information). The following sections develop these three aspects. Section 5.1 discusses challenges introduced by the need for managing big data sets to enable data analytics processes. Section 5.2 discusses the implications of associating an economic model to data querying through the notion of data market. Section 5.3 discusses challenges and open problems of today’s and future big data market places.

## 5.1 Intensive big data management

Cloud computing is emerging as a relatively new approach for dealing with and facilitating unlimited access to computing and storage resources for building applications. The underlying infrastructure manages such resources transparently without including code in the application for managing and reserving more resources than those really required. The difference with classic approaches is that the application can have an ad hoc execution context, and that the resources it consumes are not necessarily located in one machine. Thanks to the cloud properties, applications can have ad hoc execution contexts. Following the same approach, database management systems functions can be delivered as services that must be tuned and composed for efficiently and unexpensively managing, querying and exploiting huge data sets.

Cloud architectures provide services at different scales and add constraints for accessing data for instance, access control, resources reservation, and assignment using priorities (e.g., in grid architectures) and economic cost (e.g., in the cloud). Applications deployed in these architectures specify QoS preferences (SLA contracts) that include execution and processing time, data pertinence and provenance, economic cost, and data processing energy consumption cost.

Thus data management must be revisited for designing strategies that couple the characteristics of novel architectures with users’ preferences. In this context we identify two key scientific challenges:

- Data (flows) access and processing guided by SLA contracts, where data are produced by services and devices connected on heterogeneous networks.
- Estimation and reduction of temporal, economic and energy consumption cost for accessing and processing data.
- Optimization of data processing guided by SLA contracts expressed using cost models as reference.

Our research contributes to the construction of service based data management systems. The objective is to design and implement data management services guided by SLA contracts for providing methodologies and tools for integrating, deploying, and executing value added services for programming data management functions. Value added services coordinate services taking into account QoS criteria like security, reliability, fault tolerance, and dynamic adaptability and behavior properties like transactions and consistency adapted to applications requirements (i.e., SLA contracts).

We propose approaches based on the coordination of services for programming data querying and retrieval on demand on the cloud. These approaches are inspired from existing techniques, and consider the characteristics of the cloud, and provide software engineering techniques for designing data management solutions. We focus on three cloud characteristics for addressing data processing and management (e.g.,
querying and retrieval):

1. The notion of service as construction and access unit to persistent or transient data.
2. SLA contracts and QoS measures associated with services for guiding data processing and resources consumption.

We address the observation of services QoS measures in the context of a commercial cloud providers (i.e., Windows Azure) and data persistence on public cloud providers (i.e., Cloudfoundry, Openshift, and Xerund). We have deployed data management services on a multi-cloud architecture for processing big datasets using different NoSQL systems according to the type of operations applied on these collections: read/write oriented, data sharing, consistency level, among others. We validate our approach for processing energy big data collections in the context of the project SoGrid\(^1\). We combine views management with aggregation, filtering, and big data correlations implemented using a Map-Reduce model. The following lines discuss issues to be addressed for computing measures.

### 5.1.1 Observing QoS measures

Data or event flows generated by producers such as wireless sensors and RFID readers, are raw data difficult to exploit by consumers. They must be combined or aggregated. Events from multiple producers, or from a single one during a given period of time can be composed and aggregated to produce more meaningful information, and notified to consumers according to different communication protocols (reliable, causal, atomic). Event composition is the process of detecting composite events from the occurrence of other events. A composite event is detected whenever a certain pattern of events is observed. The pattern can represent aggregation of previously detected events using temporal or causal relationships among events.

Several academic research and industrial systems have tackled the problem of event composition. Techniques such as complex pattern detection [GJS92, GD94a, CC96, PSB04], event correlation [Don96, YB05], event aggregation [Luc02], event mining [AS95, GTB02], and stream processing [WDR06, DGP07, BKKL07], have been used for composing events. In some cases event composition is done on event histories (e.g., event mining), and in other cases it is done dynamically as events are produced (e.g., event aggregation and stream processing). Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, there is no approach that integrates different composition techniques. Yet, pervasive and ubiquitous computing, require the observation of behavior patterns that can be obtained by aggregating and mining statically and dynamically huge event histories.

Our work proposes the distributed and continuous composition of event flows. Events can be stored in event histories or logs. An event history is a finite set of events ordered by their occurrence time. Because the number of produced events can reach thousands of events per second or higher [Luc02], the size of an event history can be huge, increasing the difficulty of its analysis for composing events. We propose a distributed event composition approach, done with respect to subscriptions managed as continuous queries, where results can also be used for further event compositions. According to the type of event composition strategy (i.e., aggregation, mining, pattern look up or discovery), event composition results can be notified as data flows or as discrete results. Event composition is done with respect to events stemming from distributed producers, and ordered with respect to a timestamp computed with respect to a global time line. Provided that our event approach aims at combining different strategies that enable the dynamic and postmortem event composition, we assume that different and distributed event histories can be used for detecting composite event patterns. For example, in order to calculate the overall load of a clustered system, the histories of the
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events representing memory and CPU consumption of each computer in the cluster have to be combined, and maybe integrated with events on streams. Thus, histories must be analyzed for relating and combining events to obtain the memory and CPU consumption of the cluster.

Event composition must handle complex subscriptions that integrate stream processing and database lookup to retrieve additional information. In order to do this kind of event composition, a number of significant challenges must be addressed. Despite the increasing sizes of event histories, event composition needs to be fast. Filtering, pattern matching, correlation and aggregation must all be performed with low latency. Our work proposes an event service that implements event composition by querying distributed histories ensuring scalability and low latency. Indeed, the need to detect and notify complex events from basic events is sometimes correlated with some quality of service requirements like latency, memory consumption, network occupancy, event priority, notification latency, etc. Those QoS requirements generally constrain the way the event processing must be achieved. In addition, they are not independent. For example, the reduction of network occupancy generally decreases the notification latency. Therefore, there exists trade-offs among these QoS metrics that need to be judiciously balanced by the event processing systems based on application needs. In order to achieve a QoS based complex event processing and notification, we model the dependencies among applications QoS requirements, and the characteristics of the event processing runtime.

In our event service applications subscribe to composite events by issuing complex event patterns to the system, with associated QoS requirements. The system determines the functionalities needed at each layer of the architecture, taking into account QoS, and dynamically deploys a set of corresponding event processing agents. The composite events generated by the event processing nodes are notified to consumers. Such service can act as a middleware on which utility applications can rely for detecting interesting or critical situations (sensors errors, alarms, etc.) with some QoS guarantees (e.g. priority, notification latency, etc.).

Finally, composition algorithms must deal with the processing of continuous event flows, and the discovery of systems behavior models using event histories in order to estimate their resources consumption and their cost. This information guides data management strategies for respecting SLA contracts. Efficient event flow processing can be costly, and it can require storage support, and the implementation of parallel solutions that can increase composition performance.

5.1.2 Dealing with multiple storage spaces

The use of heterogeneous data stores within a single system is gradually becoming a common practice in application development. Modern applications tend to rely on a polyglot approach to persistence, where traditional databases, non-relational data stores, and scalable systems associated with the emerging NewSQL movement, are used simultaneously.

As part of the emerging polyglot persistence movement [MP12], the simultaneous use of multiple scalable SQL, NoSQL, and NewSQL data stores within a single system is gradually becoming a common practice in modern application development [HHE⁺09, Mul12, Cat10]. Nonetheless, the combination of these heterogeneous databases, flexible schemas, and non-standard APIs represent an added complexity for application developers. For example, considering that the schemas used by these applications are spread across multiple data stores, each of which possibly relies on distinct data models (such as key-value, document, graph, etc.), developers must be familiar with a high number of implementation details, in order to effectively work with, and maintain the overall database model.

Due to the nature of schema-less data stores, developers also need to provide an adequate maintenance of the implicit schemas that these applications rely upon. This is due to the fact that the source code generally contains assumptions about the data structures used by the application (such as field names, types, etc.),
even if the data stores themselves do not enforce any particular schema [MP12]. Essentially, we consider that the schemas are shifted from the database to the application source code. However, having the data schemas as part of the application code can lead to maintenance and performance issues. For instance, developers have to manually analyze the full source code in order to effectively understand the data model used by these applications. This can be an error-prone activity, due to the combination of different programming styles, APIs, and development environments.

We propose an approach and tool named ExSchema\(^2\) that enables the automatic discovery of schemas from polyglot persistence applications. The discovery mechanism is based on source code analysis techniques, particularly on API usage and on the analysis of standard data layer patterns. The tool receives application source code as input, containing invocations to the APIs of one or more data stores (graph, key-value, relational, and column). The ExSchema analyzers examine this application source code, and share their analysis results between each other. For example, in order to identify schema update methods, we first identify the declaration of variables. The schema fragments recovered by the code analyzers are grouped together, according to the data models supported by our tool, and by extending the translation mechanisms detailed in [ABR12], with the identification of relationships between graph entities. The discovered schemas are represented using a set of meta-layer constructs, and finally, this meta-layer representation is transformed into a PDF image, and a set of Spring Roo scripts [LM11]. This means that if, for example, the analyzed application relies on graph and document data stores, our tool will generate two schemas, one for each data model. Both schemas will be depicted in a unique PDF image and two Spring Roo scripts will be generated, one for each schema.

### 5.1.3 Parallel model for implementing data processing functions

A consensus on parallel and distributed database system architecture emerged in the 1990’s. This architecture was based on a shared-nothing hardware design [SKPO88] in which processors communicate with one another only by sending messages via an interconnection network. In such systems, tuples of each relation in the database were partitioned (declustered) across disk storage units attached directly to each processor. Partitioning allowed multiple processors to scan large relations in parallel without the need for any exotic I/O devices. Such architectures were pioneered by Teradata in the late seventies, and by several research projects. This design is used by Teradata, Tandem, NCR, Oracle-nCUBE, and several other products. The research community adopted this shared-nothing dataflow architecture in systems like Arbre, Bubba, and Gamma.

The shared-nothing design moves only questions and answers through the network. Raw memory accesses and raw disk accesses are performed locally in a processor, and only the filtered (reduced) data is passed to the client program. This allows a more scaleable design by minimizing traffic on the interconnection network. The main advantage of shared-nothing multi-processors is that they can be scaled up to hundreds and probably thousands of processors that do not interfere with one another [DG92]. Twenty years later, Google’s technical response to the challenges of Web-scale data management and analysis was the Google File System (GFS) [BCL12]. To handle the challenge of processing the data in such large files, Google pioneered its MapReduce programming model and platform [GGL03]. This model enabled Google’s developers to process large collections of data by writing two user-defined functions, map and reduce, that the MapReduce framework applies to the instances (map) and sorted groups of instances that share a common key (reduce) similar to the sort of partitioned parallelism utilized in shared-nothing parallel query processing [BCL12].

\(^2\) http://code.google.com/p/exschema/
Yahoo!, Facebook, and other large Web companies followed suit. Taking Google’s GFS and MapReduce papers as rough technical specifications, open-source equivalents were developed, and the Apache Hadoop MapReduce platform, and its underlying file system (HDFS, the Hadoop Distributed File System) emerged. Microsoft’s technologies include a parallel runtime system called Dryad, and two higher-level programming models, DryadLINQ and the SQL-like SCOPE language. The Hadoop community developed a set of higher-level declarative languages for writing queries, and data analysis pipelines that are compiled into MapReduce jobs, and then executed on the Hadoop MapReduce platform. Popular languages include Pig from Yahoo! and Hive from Facebook. Pig is relational-algebra-like in nature, and is reportedly used for over 60% of Yahoo!’s MapReduce use cases; Hive is SQL-inspired and reported to be used for over 90% of the Facebook MapReduce use cases.

Recent works agree on the need to study the Map-Reduce model for identifying its limitations and pertinence for implementing data processing algorithms like relational operators (i.e. join). New research opportunities are open in the database domain for studying different Map-Reduce models and proposing parallel programming strategies for accessing data that will consider the characteristics of the cloud, its economic model and the QoS requirements of applications. Our research studies declarative and procedural data processing languages like LinQ and PigLatin; and, propose compiling strategies for generating parallel programs for executing service coordination based queries. In our opinion, research must be done on the construction of querying and data retrieval services on the cloud (IaaS and PaaS layers) based on:

1. Services’ coordinations.
2. Parallel programming models for ensuring the optimum use of resources on the cloud.
3. Declarative languages for expressing queries and data retrieval requirements; and associated compilers for generating optimized programs for querying and accessing huge volumes of data.

Our approach is to define a language that enables the expression of coordination of data processing operations implemented under a parallel model and test these mechanisms in big data analytics scenarios. According to BCL12 a consistent challenge is that real Big Data clusters involve multi-user, multi-class (i.e., mixed job size) workloads not just one analysis job at a time or a few analysis jobs at a time; but a mix of jobs and queries of widely varying importance and sizes. The next generation of big data management services will have to propose approaches for dealing with such workloads effectively: A long-standing open problem in the parallel database world, and in the Hadoop world as stated in BCL12.

In our research we intend to address this issue coupling annotations to query expressions declaring statically some requirements. We will be able to rewrite query expressions by using map-reduce programming patterns for structurally optimizing them. Then, at execution time, we use monitoring systems to maintain a continuous global view of the resources consumption of query execution. This global view will be used for guiding the assignment of computing resources of the execution environment.

5.2 Data market places: economic guided data management

The sale of data has existed since the middle of the 19th century, when Paul Reuter began providing telegraphed stock exchange prices between Paris and London, and New York newspapers founded the Asso-
ciated Press [Dum12]. As the ability to discover and exchange data improves (thanks to the Web), the need
to rely on aggregators such as Bloomberg or Thomson Reuters is declining [Dum12]. Some of the problems
that consumers face with data are not just the question of storage, but also the question of access. Indeed,
the business models of large aggregators do not scale to web consumers (e.g., start-ups), or casual use of data
in analytics. Instead, data is increasingly offered through online marketplaces: platforms that host data from
publishers and offer it to consumers. A data marketplace is a place where data can be programmatically
searched, licensed, accessed, and integrated directly into a consumer application. One might call it the eBay
of data or the iTunes of data. iTunes might be the better metaphor because it is not just the content that is
valuable, but also the convenience of the distribution channel and the ability to pay for only what you will
consume [Wal11]. Consumers will be able to build value-added services on top of data, rather than having
to worry about gathering and storing the data themselves. What is required is a key framework that will
catalyze data sharing, licensing, and consumption.

Our vision is that it is necessary to see data management that goes beyond accessing timely and costly
ready-to-use data sources. It should be seen as an effort for collecting datasets of different qualities, and
stemming from different processes, curating and delivering them. We shall call this environment a data
market because we will assume that data brokers have an associated cost model. These brokers can be then
contacted for accessing to data that can be processed for building new data collections that can be then
made available in the data market. The key issues here are:

— being able to associate a cost model for the data market, i.e., associate a cost to raw data, and to
processed data according on the amount of data and processing resources used for treating it, for
instance;
— then being able to combine these cost models and the consumer expectations (service level agreement)
with processing resources cost required by data processing;
— providing data management and brokering processing mechanisms under ad hoc business models.

5.2.1 Economic cost oriented data brokering

We will tackle economy-oriented data brokering process of large tagged data collections exported by data
markets. We aim to propose a novel data brokering process that can coordinate the access to data markets
guided by an economical model that can provide strategies guaranteeing data access, processing and delivery
based on ad hoc business models.

Economy oriented data brokering will be tuned by the cost of accessing data markets, and the cost of
using resources for brokering data. The challenge will be to manage the computation of results versus the
cost of accessing completely or partially such results according to their completeness, data delivery frequency
(continuous or one shot), their duration, and their quality:

— Completeness: a sample of resulting data that can be completed according to an economic model.
This can be guided, for instance, by predefined fees (1M - 10 euros, 10M - 15 euros), and the user can
specify whether to buy data to complete results.
— Data delivery frequency: new data can be delivered while a data market proposes new data. It is up
to the user to subscribe according to different fees.
— Duration: volatile/persistent results produced out of series of queries can be used for building a new
data market. In this case the owner can require accessing and buying storage services for dealing
with her data markets, and exporting them as paying services. The associated cost of such service
will depend on the QoS, and the kind of Service level agreements that the service can honour.
— Content quality: data provenance, data freshness and degree of aggregation.
5.2.2 Defining economic business models for curating, managing, and brokering data in data market places

The greedy consumption of data by modern organizations opens up a new market of pre-processed data that can be curated and sold by brokers. Since data can be used for different purposes and in different scales, brokers should be able to adapt the way data are processed and delivered. These provision costs time and effort. Therefore, the product must be associated to business models that guide the data market. These models should take into consideration the technical, theoretical effort as well as the cost of resources used for pre-processing data collections and make them available with certain qualities.

For the time being four major data market providers offer solutions with subscription based models, as those used also by music providers and other current services today. For example DataMarket provides a data marketplace that is immediately useful for researchers and analysts with a strong emphasis on country data and economic indicators. Much of the data is available for free, with premium data paid at the point of use. DataMarket has recently made a significant play for data publishers, with the emphasis on publishing, not just selling data. Through a variety of plans, customers can use DataMarket’s platform to publish and sell their data and embed charts in their own pages. Azure Data Marketplace has a strong emphasis on connecting data consumers to publishers and most closely approximates the popular concept of an iTunes for Data. Other data market places can be cited, such as Social data Gnip and Datasync specialize in offering social media data streams, in particular Twitter; Linked data Kasabi, currently in beta, is a marketplace that is distinctive for hosting all its data as Linked Data, accessible via web standard query languages such as SPARQL and RDF. Wolfram Alpha recently added a Pro subscription level that permits the end user to download the data resulting from a computation.

Thanks to the cloud properties, applications can have ad hoc execution contexts. Our research relies on service oriented infrastructures for deploying a data brokering service for running tests that can evaluate the economic cost of the data processing and brokering process according to the consumed resources: data quality according to the data market that serves as provider, data volume, number, and frequency of access connections to data markets, storage consumption.

5.3 Discussion

An important observation to make is that in today’s perspectives introduced by architectures like the cloud, and by movements like big data, there is an underlying economic model that guides directly the way they are addressed. This has not been a common practice in previous eras, but today the "pay as U go", the iTunes economic models have become an important variable of (big) data production, consumption, and processing.

Which is the value to obtain from big data? Big data is not a "thing" but instead a dynamic/activity that crosses many IT borders. Big data is not only about the original content stored or being consumed but also about the information around its consumption. Big data technologies describe a new generation of technologies and architectures, designed to economically extract value from very large volumes of a wide variety of data, by enabling high-velocity capture, discovery, and/or analysis. Even if technology has helped by driving the cost of creating, capturing, managing, and storing information the prime interest is economic: the trick is to generate value by extracting the right information from the digital universe.

The key is how quickly data can be turned into a currency by analyzing patterns and spotting relation-

ships/trends that enable decisions to be made faster with more precision and confidence; identifying actions and bits of information that are out of compliance with company policies can avoid millions in fines; proactively reducing the amount of data you pay (18,750 USD/gigabyte to review in eDiscovery) by identifying only the relevant pieces of information; optimizing storage by deleting or offloading non-critical assets to cheaper cloud storage thus saving millions in archive solutions\(^9\).

Current technology is not adequate to cope with such large amounts of data (requiring massively parallel software running on tens, hundreds, or even thousands of servers). Expertise is required in a wide range of topics including: machine architectures (HPC), service-oriented-architecture distributed/cloud computing, operating and database systems software engineering, algorithmic techniques and networking. This expertise must be put together with economic business models into the next generation of database management services conceived to address the big data challenge.

**Main contributions**

Our work has contributed to event flows composition in the context of the External Research Contract with France Telecom\(^10\). The objective was to study the distributed architecture for detecting and composing events. In order to profit from a distributed architecture it is also necessary to propose distributed event composition algorithms and notification protocols. This research is done in the projects CNRS-PEPS AIWS (http://aiws.imag.fr) and ADEME SoGrid.

As the volumes of data to be processed becomes large and heterogeneous with specific requirements, it is necessary to have well adapted storage strategies. We are currently working on the proposal of an efficient storage model on the cloud that can be guided by different constraints: execution time, economic cost, and energy consumption. The model will be validated on a cloud service oriented architecture, and will support scientific applications. this work is related to the PhD projects of Mohamad OTHMAN ABDALLAH and Juan Carlos CASTREJÓN [20, 21].

Some data processing operations can be greedy in terms of computing resources, and they require to be implemented in distributed or parallel infrastructures providing such resources. Data processing operations must be revisited so that they can exploit such resources, and provide results in reasonable time. The Map-Reduce model provides a theoretic framework for redesigning data processing operations. We are addressing this challenge of the master thesis of Matías Hernández of the Universidad de la República, Uruguay, and in the context of an associate professor internship assigned to Dr. Martin Musicante (associate professor of Universidade Federal Rio Grande do Norte) financed by the CNRS visits program.

**Projects**

- SoGrid, Development of innovative components for a communication system providing real-time control of Intelligent Public Electricity Distribution Networks, ADEME program Réseaux Electriques Intelligents.
- KeyStone (semantic keyword-based search on structured data sources). The objective is to provide tools for easily accessing structured repositories as they currently do with documents. Financed by the COST ICT program of the european union (contact: Francesco Guerra, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia - Italy).

---

\(^9\) ibid.

\(^10\) See Chapter 7 that gives a list of my major publications numbered according to these references.
— Swans (Semantic Web Analytics: Processing Big Data on Energy Consumption) proposes a big data processing service-based framework for supporting experts and non-experts analysis on energy consumption. Financed by the STICAMSUD CNRS program.

PhD students

— **Othmann-Abdallah Mohamad**, *Reliably mashing up data on the web*, Grenoble INP, France, February 2013 (financed by the project RED-SHINE BQR Grenoble INP and associated to the project CLEVER), Advisors: Ch. Collet et G. Vargas-Solar

— **Castrejón Juan-Carlos**, *Efficient data storage on Cloud*, INPG, France, Advisors: Ch. Collet et G. Vargas-Solar (3rd year). Financed by a bourse d’excellence of the Doctoral School of University of Grenoble


Licenced prototypes

The challenge is to build an infinitely fast processor out of infinitely many processors of finite speed, and to build an infinitely large memory with infinite memory bandwidth from infinitely many storage units of finite speed [DG92].

This quote extracted from a famous paper of De Witt and Grey in 1992 seemed to be a premonition of the forthcoming emergence of the cloud. Some decades afterwards, the cloud opens new challenges for data querying and retrieval. It is no longer pertinent to reason with respect a to set of computing, storage, and memory resources. Today it is necessary to conceive algorithms and processes considering an unlimited set of resources usable via a "pay as U go model", energy consumption or services reputation and provenance models. Instead of designing processes and algorithms considering as threshold the resources availability, the cloud imposes to take into consideration the economic cost of the processes vs. resources use, results presentation through access subscription, and the parallel exploitation of available resources.

Terabyte online databases, at the same time, consisting of billions of records, are becoming common as the price of online storage decreases. These databases are not always represented and manipulated using the relational model. Parallel databases and today Map-Reduce oriented models show that partitioned execution offers good opportunities for speed and scalability [DG92]. By taking processing operations (filtering, correlation) and partitioning their inputs and outputs, it is possible to use a divide-and-conquer strategy to turn one big job into many independent little ones. This is an ideal situation for speedup and scaleup. Partitioned data is thus the key to partitioned execution.

Therefore, future data management challenges implies datasets partitioning including “smart” organization and indexing on file systems, data stores or memories. In general, partitioning strategies pertinence depends on analysis requirements. Current data analysis solutions, for instance promoted by the Map-Reduce (i.e., hadoop) scenarios, devote effort on "preparing" datasets (guiding their partitioning and indexing) for ensuring performance. This methodology leads to performant ad-hoc per problem solutions. The database approaches, in contrast, promote general "one-fits all" solutions where partitioning strategies can be tuned. In both cases, datasets preparation or DBMS tuning require effort, expertise, and a lot of testing for finding the best balance to achieve good data analysis performance. We believe that there is need for having optimized data management solutions and particularly, adaptable sharding and storage, that can support datasets preparation in order to reduce effort and ensure performant exploitation (retrieval, aggregation, analysis). In the following lines we discuss these aspects.
6.1 Adaptable datasets sharding and storage

Data sharding has its origins in centralized systems that had to partition files, either because the file was too big for one disk, or because the file access rate could not be supported by a single disk. Relational distributed databases use data partitioning when they place relation fragments at different network sites. Each partition forms part of a shard, which may in turn be located on a separate database server or physical location. Since the dataset is divided and distributed into multiple servers, the size of the dataset to be processed in each server is reduced. This reduces index size, which generally improves search performance. In addition, if the database shard is based on some real-world segmentation of the data (e.g., European customers vs. American customers) then it may be possible to infer the appropriate shard membership easily and automatically, and query only the relevant shard. Although it has been done for a long time by hand-coding this is often not elastic and not feasible when the number of servers exploits and the dataset grows.

Data sharding allows parallel database systems to exploit the I/O bandwidth of multiple disks by reading and writing them in parallel. Relational DBMS implement different strategies for distributing data (i.e., tuples) across fragments: round robin seems appropriate for processes accessing the relation by sequentially scanning all of it on each query, hash-partitioning seems suited for sequential and associative access to data avoiding the overhead of starting queries on multiple disks.

While partitioning is a simple concept that is easy to implement, it raises several physical database design issues. Each dataset must have a partitioning strategy and a set of disk fragments. Increasing the degree of partitioning usually reduces the response time for an individual query and increases the overall throughput of the system. In parallel DBMS for sequential scans, the response time decreases because more processors and disks are used to execute the query; for associative scans, the response time improves because fewer tuples are stored at each node, and hence the size of the index that must be searched decreases.

There is a need to support adaptable sharding automatically, both in terms of adding code support for it, and for identifying candidates to be sharded separately. Consistent hashing is one form of automatic sharding, used by web-scale companies to spread large loads across multiple smaller services and servers. According to the sharding criterion, it is possible that some data will be replicated and as new information is added about their profile the application has to ensure the consistency of the copies. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt synchronization criteria for enabling the tuning of data consistency.

NoSQL stores are putting this requirement back in the core challenges of today’s data management. These stores are dealing with sharding and replication techniques in order to ensure data availability and fault tolerance. They rely on automatic replication mechanisms that sometimes imply data sharding. Reads and data querying implemented at the application level are then executed by applying map-reduce execution models. Research on map-reduce, and particularly on the hadoop platform are also developing approaches for obtaining better scaleup and speedup measures with data analytics cases that imply big datasets. Datasets analysis are required by social networks, the Web, content managers, e-science, economy, online gaming (e.g., viral marketing, profiling, recommendation systems, content providers, retail applications). The database community is also providing solutions through Big Data Management Systems\(^1\), that use parallel DBMS know-how and integrate plug-ins to execute data analytics programs developed for other platforms (e.g., hadoop programs).

The NoSQL momentum introduces new datasets storage possibilities. One of the characteristics with big datasets is that curation and preparation are costly processes that can rely in data models that can

\(^1\) http://asterix.ics.uci.edu
cope with the original structure of the data. Graph, key-value, multidimensional records stores can provide storage solutions with efficient read/write operations possibilities. Partitioning can be then also guided by the structure of data, and it can be coped to ad-hoc stores that can ensure persistency and retrieval. This implies also a tuning effort of different NoSQL stores that should then provide efficient that reads/writes with specific degrees of availability, fault tolerance, and consistency. Existing work on hadoop, for example, couples the HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) with Vertica and MySQL cluster systems. Having different NoSQL stores, providing sharding solutions for a given data analytics layer seems to be a promising perspective for data management.

### 6.2 Efficiently querying datasets

Important work has been done around data querying in the database domain and on data analytics community. In our work we contributed with an approach that combines classic data querying (spatio-temporal, mobile/static, continuous, recurrent) with information search guided by quality of service criteria (precision, pertinence, cost, energy consumption). Yet there are still challenges to be addressed.

Our service oriented query evaluation approach based on the notion of query workflow, opened interesting opportunities for addressing efficient data querying and analysis. For the evaluation of a given hybrid query, it is highly desirable to examine equivalent alternative query workflows, since operator reorderings can lead to significantly better performance. The BP-GYO algorithm that we proposed could potentially facilitate the exploration of the search space of query workflows, because different choices of the hyperedges that are consumed (which are now arbitrary) lead to different query workflows. It is important to consider, however, that in a dynamic environment the statistics commonly used for optimization will not be readily available, and QoS criteria become predominant.

Once a query workflow has been created it needs to be executed on one or several machines by means of multiple processes. The operators scheduling determines when and how long for each of the various operators assigned to a particular machine or process is executed. An adequate scheduling policy represents an opportunity for optimization. Operator localization, on the other hand, implies determining which operators will be assigned to each machine available. In this case the problem is more complex than in traditional settings, since not only query operators but the various computation services involved. We believe that both scheduling and localization could benefit from a cost model specified using queueing theory. Then the various policies and algorithms available in the literature could be tested for scheduling. For operator localization, constraint-based logic programming could be employed to determine an optimal solution.

In some cases, the data obtained from data or computation services can be cached, thus avoiding potentially expensive operation calls. A highly ambitious alternative involves optimization over a global view of a query workflow. This implies considering all the interdependencies between the activities of the various operator workflows that participate in a query workflow. Optimization techniques could then be applied at this lower-level granularity. In this case the techniques used for the optimization of programming languages could prove useful.
Further performance improvements in our approach could be obtained by the adoption of intra-operator parallelism. In principle, our approach is compatible with intra-operator parallelism, since we specify query operators at a finer granularity by employing composite computation services. With the appropriate parallel algorithms handling data partitioning, a greater number of computation services could be exploited to evaluate query operators.

6.3 Big datasets management

Although relatively recent as a topic, researchers, practitioners, and the general public are aware of Big Data, which denotes large amounts of variable datasets eventually generated at high pace. This data overload is partly due to falls in the prices of data acquisition and storage devices. For instance, sensors are now ubiquitous, and are used to capture different kinds of information ranging from water and energy consumption to variations in human mood and emotion.

Datasets availability introduce new opportunities for data consumers. For example, scientists can investigate new hypothesis or inspect the reproducibility of published results using datasets shared by their peers. Datasets production and availability pose challenges:

1. Cost affordable datasets collection, analysis, and curation to enable data exploitation.
2. Energy- and cost-aware data processing and manipulation (in terms of computational power, time, cost).
3. Transmission of large datasets along distributed process units avoiding bottlenecks.

To address these challenges the database community proposed scalable solutions for storing and querying large amounts of datasets. Through the linked data initiative, the semantic Web community created a large data corpus. The High-Performance community proposed new cloud-based techniques focusing on the elastic provisioning of computing and storage resources. The eScience community focused on practical aspects, e.g., data curation and reuse.

While useful, research contributions of the above communities are often fragmented, uncoordinated. Moreover, they are often point-based and disconnected solutions that do not cover the whole lifecycle of Big Data Management, which comprises the collection, curation, and exploitation of datasets. There is therefore a need for tight interactions between the different ICT fields to propose complementary and coordinated solutions covering the Big Data management lifecycle. We consider that the following research tasks will result in innovative and original results:

— Develop cost models that assess and predict resources needed for data storage and processing to allocate just enough resources. Investigate new elastic and energy-aware models for estimating (and allocating) resources necessary for storing and processing large datasets.

— Explore new strategies and algorithms to enable the transfer of large data sets between distributed processing units. We will explore techniques such as data streaming and process transfer instead of bulk data transfer, as potential solutions.

— Develop algorithms for transforming Big Data into Smart Data through annotation, indexing, abstraction, and summarization to facilitate data interpretation.

— Explore provenance as a means for enabling Big Data Publication: investigate how provenance information specifying data lineage can be used to leverage (and enforce) ownership, credit, citation, privacy, access policies of Big Data.

— Adapt existing data integration, mining, and querying techniques to Big Data sets to assist querying and analysis of large amounts of data sets.
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Efficient, continuous and reliable Data Management by Coordinating Services

Genoveva VARGAS-SOLAR

Résumé

Les nouvelles architectures matérielles mettent à disposition des services à des différentes empreintes: services réduits pour les systèmes embarqués et illimité pour le cloud, par exemple ; certaines ajoutent aussi des contraintes pour accéder aux données, qui portent sur le contrôle d’accès et la réservation/affectation de ressources par priorités (e.g., dans la grille) et sur le coût économique (e.g., dans le cloud). Les applications qui utilisent ces architectures établissent aussi des préférences de qualité de service (service level agreement SLA) qui portent sur le temps de traitement, la pertinence et la provenance de données ; le coût économique des données et le coût énergétique qui implique leur traitement. Ainsi, la gestion de données doit être revisitée pour concevoir des stratégies qui respectent à la fois les caractéristiques des architectures et les préférences des utilisateurs (service level agreements SLA).

Notre recherche contribue à la construction de systèmes de gestion de données à base de services. L’objectif est de concevoir des services de gestion de données guidée par des contrats SLA. Il s’agit d’offrir des méthodologies et des outils pour l’intégration, le déploiement, et l’exécution d’un assemblage de services pour programmer des fonctions de gestion de données. La composition de services de données particulièrement lorsqu’il s’agit des services bases de données, doit respecter des critères de qualité de service (e.g., sécurité, fiabilité, tolérance aux fautes, évolution et adaptabilité dynamique) et des propriétés de comportement (par ex., exécution transactionnelle) adaptées aux besoins des applications.

Abstract

The emergence of new architectures like the cloud open new challenges for data management. It is no longer pertinent to reason with respect a to set of computing, storage and memory resources, instead it is necessary to conceive algorithms and processes considering an unlimited set of resources usable via a "pay as U go model", energy consumption or services reputation and provenance models. Instead of designing processes and algorithms considering as threshold the resources availability, the cloud imposes to take into consideration the economic cost of the processes vs. resources use, results presentation through access subscription, and the parallel exploitation of available resources.

Our research contributes to the construction of service based data management systems. The objective is to design data management services guided by SLA contracts. We proposed methodologies, algorithms and tools for querying, deploying and executing service coordinations for programming data management functions. These functions, must respect QoS properties (security, reliability, fault tolerance, dynamic evolution and adaptability) and behavior properties (e.g., transactional execution) adapted to application requirements. Our work proposes models and mechanisms for adding these properties to new service based data management functions.